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SOUTH PARIS,

Treasurer's Office, Augusta, May 14. 1807.
I pen the following townships or tracte of land not liable to be taxed
in any town the following assessments for county tax of 1907 were
made by the County Commissioners of OXFORD County on the 29th
days of March, 1907.

Tortue

^jHARLKS

barxbs,

p.

Attorney at Law,
Bk«ck,
Norway, Me.

FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of, being lots 1. 2. 3. 4, 5
and 6. in the fifth range of lots in said grant; lots 4, 6 and 9
in the sixth range of lots 'n said grant: lots 7, 8, and the
north half of lot 2 in the seventh range of lots in said grant;
lot 4. in the eighth range of lots in said grant.
Said lots are
reputed to be owned by Mrs. Lucinda E. Bean and contain one
thousand two hundred acres, more or less
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lot 1, in the
southeast corner of said grant.
Said lot contains forty-nine

Telephone Connection».

^

BUCK,

L.

Dentist,

Surgeon

MAINE.

siil'TH PA Rid,

Dentist,
MAINE.

SUKWAY,
to 1^—1 to ^·

Hour»—S

Iiui,

SMITH,

»\

ι<

fc

Attorney at Law,
MAINE.
Collection» a Specialty

NORWAY,

Huri.e Block.

11

Κ Κ KICK

PARK.

Λ

Attorneys at Law.
MAINS.

BETHKL,

EUer/ C. Park.

I'Uaoa K. Herr'.ck.

A

>UN 3.

I

HARLOW,

Attorney at Law,

MAINE.

L>1 X KI KLl),

ItluHT Λ WHEELER,

Attorneys and Counsellor· at Law,
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

J. H.

STUART & CO.,

bNOINEERS AND SURVEYORS.
High Street, South Parle, Maine.

UML

M

Alton C. Wheeler.

Wright.

S.

Map· and Plans made to order.
of the tlmberlande and pocket maps of
..· t. for «ale.
I'utill hers of the Atlas of Maine.)

s

Wm. C. Leavitt Co.,
14 Main St.,

Me.

Norway,

Stoves,

Hardware,

Ranges.

and

Lead

Pipe Repairing,

All Kinds of

and Iron.

Telephone 134-11.

NASH,

J. WALDO

I. censed Taxidermist,
MASONIC BLOCK,

NORWAY.

Mephone Connection.
HOLLISTER'3

?

; :':uniain Tea

:

Nuggets

Medicine for Ba«y People.
λ li-aith and Bsaewed Vigor.
A .'·· -i..v. f.w Constipation. lu-liireHtioo. Live
Κ '·
Pimple*. Kczemn. Impure
1
Κι I llrc.i'h. SIii'*(:iih RonoK U -adaclK*
îi's R«"ky Mountain Tee in tab·
·* a bo*.
Gennin·* mtule b;
it, :
'.· tsrïR I'M*
Co-jr**Y, Nulison, Wta.
iQfETS FOR Γ ALLOW PEOPLE
>Lr:v
»

»

.7

Cord Wood,
Slab Wood,

and|

Coal at
A. W. Walker & Son's,
South Paris, Maine.

A Positive
CURE

absorbed.
il
Gi««s R»u«f at One·.

cleanses, soothes
and

vided. and contains one hundred acres, more or less
FRYEBl'RG ACADEMY GRANT, part of, being lot 8. in the
sixth range of lots in said grant.
Said lot is reputed to be
owned by Henry F. Stiles and contains one hundred fifty
acres, more or less
FRYEBl'RG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lot 1. in the
Said lot is reputed to be
seventh range of lots in said grant.
owned by w. A. Farwell, et als, and contains eighty-eight
acres, more or less
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of, being lots 1. 2 and
3 and the gore easterly of lot 1, in the eighth range of lots in
said township.
Said described land is reputed to be owned
by Hastings Brothers, et als, in common and undivided, and
contains two hundred four acres, more or less
FRYEBl'RG ACADEMY GRANT, part of, being lot 7, in the fifth
range of lots in said grant: lot 7 in the sixth range of lots in
said grant.
Said lots are reputed to be owned by Allison
Brown and contain one hundred fifty acres, more or less....
FRYEBl'RG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lots 8 and 9 in
Said lots are reputed
the fifth range of lots In said grant.
to be owned by the C. S. Edwards heirs and contain two hundred two acres, more or less
FRYEBl'RG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lot 1, in the
Said lot contains one hunsixth range of lots in said grant.
dred acres, more or less
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of, being lot 2. in the
sixth range of lots In said grant. Said lot contains one hundred acres, more or less
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lot 3 In the
Said lot contains one hunsixth range of lots In said grant.
dred acres, more or less
FRYEBl'RG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lot 3 in the
Said lot contains one
seventh range of lots in said grant.
hundred aereflb more or iess
FRYEBl'RG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lot 4 in the
Said lot contains one
seventh range of lots in said grant.
hundred acres, more or less
FRYEBl'RG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lot 5. in the
Said lot contains one
seventh range of lots in said grant.
hundred acres, more or less
FRYEBl'RG ACADEMY GRANT, r.art of. being lot 6 In the
seventh range of lots In said grant. Said Jot contains one
hundred acres, more or less
FRYEBl'RG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lot 9 in the
Said lot contains one
seventh range of lots in said grant.
hundred acres, more or less
of.
being the south half
FRYEBl'RG ACADEMY GRANT, part
of lot 2 in the seventh range of lots In said grant. Said deor
less
more
land
contains
scribed
fifty acres,
FRYEBl'RG ACADEMY GRANT, part of, being lot 5. in the
lot
contains one hunSaid
in
of
said
lots
grant.
range
eighth
dred acres, more or less
FRYEBl'RG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lot 6 In the
eighth range of lots in said grant. Said lot contains one hundred fifty acres, more or less
FRYEBl'RG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lot 7 in the
eighth range of lots in said grant. Said lot contains one hundred acres, more or less
FRYEBl'RG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lot 1. in the
Said lot contains twelve
ninth range of lots in said grant.
acres, more or less
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lot 2 in the
Said lot contains thirtyninth range of lots in said grant.
six acres, more or less
FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of, being lot 3 in the
Said lot contains one hunninth range of lots in said grant.
dr.nl twelve ucres, more or less
FRYEBl'RG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lot 4 In the ninth
Said lot contains one hundred
range of lots in said grant.
three acres, more or less
T. A. NO. 1. (Riley), part of, being lots 1. 2. 3, 4. 5 and that part
of lot 6 lying easterly of the height of land In the second
range of lots in said township; lots 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and that part
of lot 6 lying easterly of the height of land In the third
range of lots In said township; lots 1, 3. 4, 5, 6, and that part
of lot 7 lying easterly of the height of land in the fourth
range of lots in said township; lots 5 and 6 and that part
of lots 7 and 8 lying easterly and southerly of the height
of land in the fifth range of lots in said township; lots 3. 4.
5. 6. 7, and that part of lot 8 lying easterly of the height
of land in the sixth range of lots in said township; lots 1, 3,
and
4. 5. 6. 7, and that part of lots 8 and 9 lying easterly
southerly of the height of land in the seventh range of
of
lots in said township; lot 1. west half of. lot 3, that pert
lot K, not included In the Public Lot, and lots 7, 8 and 9 In the
that
eighth range of lots in said township; lots 1 and 2 and
Public Lot,
part of lots 4. *> and 6 not included within the
and lots 7. 8 and » in the ninth range of lots in said townof lots
tenth
8
range
in
9
the
and
5.
6.
4.
lots
1.
7,
2.
3.
ship;
in said township; lots 1, 2. 3, 4, 5. 6, 7, 8 and 9 in the
eleventh range of lots In said township: lots 1. 2. 3, 4. 5. 6, 7,
8 and 9 in the twelfth range of lots in said township; lots 1, 2.
3. 4, 5. 6. 7 and 8 in the thirteenth range of lots in said townof
ship: lots 1. J. 3. 4. 5. β. 7. 8 and » in the fourteenth range
lots in said township; the west half of lot 2 and lots 3, 4.
said town5, 6, 7. 8 and » in the fifteenth range of lots in
made
ship. according to a survey and plan of said township
to
by E. McC. Macy, In 19»;".. Said described lots are reputed
contain
twentyand
Co..
the
I'mbngog Paper
he owned by
three thousand one hundred seventy-six acres, more or-less.
Riit'vl. nart of. belnir lots 1. 2. 3. 4 and 5 in the first
ana pian
ftuige of lots In said township, according to a survey Said
lots
of said township made by E. McC. Macy. In 1905.
et
are reputed to be uwned by the International Paper Co.,
thousand
one
contain
als. in common and undivided, and
five hundred twenty-two acres, more or less
9 in the first
T. A, NO. 1, (Riley), part of, being lots 6, 7. 8 and
that part of
range of lots in said township; lots 7. 8 and 9 and
the second
in
land
of
of
the
lies
westerly
lot S that
9 and that part cf
range of lots in said township; lots*. 8 and
third
the
in
range OÎ
land
of
the
of
height
6
lot
lying westerly
that
lots In si»Id township: lots 8, 9 and that part of lot 7
of lots
lies westerly of the height of land in the fourth range
8
and
lying
lots
7
of
that
part
in said township; lot 9 and
westerly and northerly of the height of land in the fifth8 range
lying
of lots in said township; lot 9 and that part of lot lots
In
westerly of the height of land in the sixth range of
and
8
9
northerly
and
lots
lying
that
of
part
said
in
lots
of
seventh
range
westerly of tne height of land in the
said townsaid township, according to a survey and plan of
Is
land
described
Said
in
1905.
McC.
Macy,
ship made by E.
Geo. W. Blanchard & Son Co.,
reputed to be owned by the four
more
acres,
hundred
forty
thousand
and contains four
or lea*
the fourth range of
Τ A. NO. 1. (Kiley). part of. being lot 2 in
and plan of said
lots In said township, according to a survey
1905. Said lot is reputed
in
McC.
E.
Macy.
made
by
township
two huncontains
and
I>emerritt
to be owned by Charles O.
dred thirty-three acres, more or less
range
fifth
3
the
in
1
and
lots
of.
being
>.
part
T. A. NO. 1. ( Riley
lots in
of lots in said township: lot 1 in the sixth range ofthe
east
and
said township: the southwest quarter of lot 2said
township,
half of lot 3 in the eighth range of lots in
made by E.
according to a survey and plan of said township
to be
McC. Macy. in 1905. Said described land Is reputed hunowned by the AlOWM Fitleld estate and contains eight
less
or
more
dred forty-five acres,
of, being lot 2 in the fifth range of lots
Τ Λ. NO. 1.
of lots in said townin said township: lot 2 In the sixth range
range of lots In said
ship: the east half of lot 2 in the eighth
of said township
and
a
to
plan
survey
according
township,
Said lots are reputed to be
made by P. McC. Macy. in 1905.
sixty-six
owned by S. N. Llttlehale and contain six hundred
acres. inore_or less.

τ

protects

i-rh and drives
Cold in the
Η id quickly. Re- Il i
s" r«.s the Senses of ■"
1 ■»'e and Smell. Full size 50 cts., at DrutfntuiL
X: s -Γ hv mail ; Trial Size 10 cts. by
brothers 50 Warreu Street. New York.

Ely

T.

Lot

new

l'lumbing Goods.

The best of I

oak woodwork for closets. No old
goods. Call and see this l»ne. Job

bing promptly attended

No !

to.

for team.

Norway,

Lonftloy·

Maine.

Astigmatic

Troubles

Frequently ex'st without
the knowledge of the person·

As

a

directly

concerned

matter of fact a

large per

cent, of

very

people

astigmatism. This is
a very harmful defect and
should be attended to by a

have

We
have special charts for detecting astigmatism and
are very successful in deand overcoming it.

competent Optician.

tecting

Our Tests Are Free.

RICHARDS,

S.
Graduate

Optician,

Soath Paris.

For Service
right good Berkshire Boar, just |
right size. Service fee $i .oo

A
the

A. K.

JACKSON,

South Paris, Me.
W· Oo all Kind» of....
JOB PRINTING.
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acres, more
estate, et al. and contains two hundred eighteen
less
seventh range of
the
2
in
lot
of.
being
A. NO. 1, (Riley), part
of lot 2 In the
lots in said township and the northwest quarter
according to a survey
eighth rang·· of lots in said township,E. McC. Macy, In 1905.
and plan of said township mnde by
owned by J. A. Twaddle
Said described land Is reputed to be
acres, more or less
and contains two hundred eighty-one
lot 3 In the ninth range of
being
of.
(Riley),
1.
NO.
A.
partaccording to a survey and plan or said
lots in said township,
1905. Said lot Is reputed
township made by E. McC. Macy. in
contains two hundred twentyto be owned by one Mason and
two acres, more or less
the north half of lot 9 in
A. NO. 1. (Riley), part of. being
said township, according to a
the thirteenth range of lots In
made by E. McC. Macy,
said
of
township
survey and plan
to be owned by T. E.
In 1905.· Said described land is
acres, more or less
nineteen
one
hundred
contains
and
Estes
half of lot 9 In
south
the
A. NO. 1, (Riley), part of, being
township, according to a
the thirteenth range of lots in said
McC. Macy, In
E.
made
by
said
or
township
survey and plan
to be owned, by Hast1905. Said described land Is
one hundred fourteen acres, more
or

T.

II. M.

96

1 42

US

1 92

1 42

95
9!»
95
96
96
96

47
95
95

34
86
79

T.

ings Brothers and contains

acres,

T.

or

puted

acres,

more

or

less

17» SI

11 78

15 27

3 21

11 63

9 16

3 00

2

92

88

112

43

6 87

2 45

1 60

Said lot Is

being lot 24 in said surANDOVER NORTH SURPLUS, part of. of
said surplus made by
and plan
plus, according to a survey
to De owned by
is
lot
Said
reputed
in
1905.
E. McC. Macy.
fifteen acres, more
D. A. Marston and contains one hundred
or

less

of. being an Irregular tract
ANDOVER NORTH SURPLUS, part
said surplus, bounded and
of land lying In the west part of at
a point on the Andover
follows:
as
Beginning
described
from the point
southeasterly
and Upton road about 375 rods
north Une of said Andover
st which said road crosses the
more or less; thence
rods,
35
thence
northerly
North Surplus;
thence southerly 98 roda.
easterly 225 rods, more or less;
180 rode to the east side of said
more or lesa; thence westerly
along said road
Andover and Upton road; thence northwesterly
lot 7 In said surplua, accordto the point of beginning, being
made
by E. McC.
and plan of said surplus
ing to a survey Said
lot Is reputed to be owned by Charles
Macy. In 1905.
more or
acres,
hundred
one
thirty-six
Chase and contains
lvnnvFR

45 and
NORTH SURPLUS, part of. being lota 43. 44, of «aid
sutdIuii. according to a survey and plan
Acy, m 1906. Said lots are re-

ANEPÎ- Lid

£rfit»î^2byVMcC.

18

172

ANDOVER NORTH SURPLUS, part of,ofbeing
and
land in said surplus lying easterly
so called:
the west by the Moody brook,
of lot 34 in said surplus, and being
north
lying immediately
the Umbagog
bounded on all sides by land said to be owned by

less

«·

in

rammiin

ninl

undivided,

63

1

35

89

tnousnnu

and

"

«μ.ι«.

nnd
P., (Lower Cupsuptlc), In common
of said township
undivided, according to a survey and plan
Is reputed to
township
Said
1860.
In
Barker.
Noah
made by
exclusive of Public
be owned by Coe &· Plngree and contains,
or less
Lot, twenty-one thousand acres, more
being tne entire townT. NO. 5, R. 3, W. Β. K. P., (Parkertown),
the Public Lot and the State Lot,
ship, with the exception of
number 3 of the lots set off by
so called, said State Lot being
by the SuJohn M. Wilson, et als, Commissioners appointed
1849. Said townJudicial Court for Oxford County, In
to be owned by the
preme
is
reputed
noted,
the
exceptions
hip. with
thousand three hun·
Berlin Mills Co.. and contains twenty-two
or less
dred ninety-seven acres, more
of, being the State
T. NO. 5. R. 3, W. Β. K. P.. (Parkertown), partbeing lot number 3
Lot. so called. In common and undivided,
Commissioners
als.
et
of the lot set ofT by John M. Wilson,
Court for Oxford County,
appointed by the Supreme Judicial
lot recorded
said
of
and
plan
In 1849. according to the survey
of Deeds. Said lot is reputed
In the Oxford County Registry
hundred
three
contains
and
to be owned by Coe & Plngree
twenty acres, more or less
and
common
in
T. NO. 4. R. 4, W. Β. K. P., (Upper Cupsuptlc),
of said township
undivided, according to a survey and plan
to
is
reputed
Said
township
al.
made by Ephralm Ballard, et
exclusive of Public
be owned by Coe & Plngree and contains, eighty-seven acres,
hundred
nine
Lot. twenty-flve thousand
or

less

being the entire townT. NO. 5. R. 4, W. Β. K. P.. (Lynchtown),
Public Lot and the State Lot,
ship with the exception of the number 2 of the lots set ofT by
so called, said State Lot being
by the SuJohn M. Wilson, et als. Commissioners appointed
Oxford County, in 1849. Said townpreme Judicial Court for
owned
be
by the
to
is reputed
ship, with the exceptions noted,
thousand one hunBerlin Mills Co., and contains twenty-three
dred flfty-slx acres, more or less
part of. being the State
T. NO. 5, R. 4, W. Β. K. P.. (Lynchtown).
undivided, being lot number 2
Lot, so called, In common and Wilson, et als, Commissioners
M.
John
of the lots set off by
Judicial Court for Oxford County,
In
appointed by the Supreme
and plan of said lot recorded
in 1849. according to a survey
to
of Deeds. Said lot is reputed
the Oxford County Registry
twenty
hundred
three
contains
and
be owned by Coe & Plngree
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practical agricultural topic·

Addreae all communication» Inla toil cited.
tended for thla de taraient to Huntr D.
Editor Oxford DemHammond,
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ocrat, Parla, Me.
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A Plea for the Patient Ox.
A

FOR MATCHED AND
TEAMS—LITTLE COST

STEADY DEMAND
WELL TRAINED
IN RAISING.

3

34

The country estate ia a joy when it
its owner the comforting assurance tbat it is paying its own expenses
and returning a neat annual dividend.
The soil offers great possibilities for
pleasure and for good living and steady
pecuniary progress upward if managed
discreetly. Distance from the city and
consequently from market is no objection to the family tbat spends its summers only on the farm; in fact, it is considered an advantage. The most charming view» and the freshest air are found
on the farms miles and miles from the
city's noise and emoke. But the question psually arises, "What can such a
property produce profitably without too
close attention and confinement of the
owner?" Most men entering upon the
ownership of a rural estate are staggered by this conundrum. Few men who
can choose wish to be controlled by the
exactions of a product that must be sold
daily, or often.
But the raising, matching and training
of choice steere is an interesting occupation tbat is worthy the attention of men
with intellect and capital. Still further,
it ia an enterprise that will take care of
itself between whiles, and yet calls for
the exercise of great skill, which adds
largely to the zeat of life. The demand
fur fancy and powerful teams of oxen
has never ceased, while during the last
half dozen years it has been greatly
stimulated by the increased call for
horses and their high prices.
The practical economy of producing
tlio ox in comparison with the horse is
marked. The steer is able to begin selfsupport much earlier in life than the
horse, and costs little comparatively to
sire, to rear, to train and to feed. In
case of accident the steer causes little or
no loss, as he is almost always in condition fit for beef. The beauty of the
horse is greater, but utility and profit
must precede beauty. A well matched
yoke of oxen has beauty, however, and
it is beauty of an extremely pleasing nature.
That large class who buy draft oxen to
uso eay they perform their labor on highway and field with little grain, little
grooming and little outlay for shoeing
and harness. Compare the original cost
of the calf and colt. The calf is a byproduct of the dairy. He may be
bought singly or by the carload at 50c.
The colt at bis advent
to $2 a head.
haR cost $10 to $50 for sire fees, besides
the expensive feeding of the dam, the
attendant risks and the interest on the
invested capital. Nor is this all. Prom
the moment of the colt's appearance in
the world the costs continue, unless he
meets early death aud makes a total
loss. The embryonic ox, on the conto
trary, begins life unuoticed, growing
prominence through by-paths, subsisting upon roughage in winter and rough
pasture in summer, until finally, grown
plump and powerful, he is in demand
and is easily sold. With his brothers,
the steer does all the farm work, readily
beginning when only two years old, thus
paying his way as he goes forward. At
three and a half to four years he is ready
with his mate for the cattle buyer, if he
liaK been kept growing. Buyers of oxen
will go one hundred miles to find team*,
and a brief advertisement io a paper
will start them. The price paid is $140 to
$200 a pair, and I have known numer-
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contains.

eiKmy

more or less
T. NO. 4, R. 3, W. Β. K.

more

an irregular lot of
being bounded on
said described lot

reputed to be owned by Charles ana
Paper Ca
acres, more or less....
George Smith and contains eighty-one
a lot of land In the
ANDOVER NORTH SURPLUS, part of. being
bounded and described
northwesterly corner of said surplus,
of the town
corner
northeast
the
at
Beginning
as follows:
the east Une of
of Grafton, thence running southerly along
corner of the Public Lot that
northwest
the
to
Grafton,
said
said Andover North Surplua;
lies in the northwest part of
of said Public Lot 160
thence easterly along the north line
corner of said Public Lot;
northeast
the
to
less,
rods, more or
84 roda, more or less:
thence easterly In the same direction
the road leading to the town or
thence northerly 25 rod to
road to the south line
said
along
Upton: thence northwesterly
thence westerly along the south line
or C Surplus, so called;
according to a
of
beginning,
to
the
point
of said C Surplus
made by Ë. McC. Macy, in
survey and plan of said surplus
owned by Ε. I.
to
be
is
land
reputed
1905. Said described
acres, more or
Brown and contains one hundred seventy-four

or less

dred acres, more or less
in common and
NO. 4. R. 1. W. Β. K. P., (Rlchardsontown),of said township
undivided, according to a survey and plan
township is reputed
made bv J. W. Sewall, In 1886. Saidcontains,
exclusive of
to be owned by Coe & Pingree and
hundred
eighty acres,
Public Lot. twenty-three thousand four

""i"

less

dred sixteen acres, more or less
being lots 30 and 31 In
ANDOVER NORTH SURPLUS, part of.and
plan of said surplus
said surplus, according to a survey
Said lots are reputed to be
in
1905.
McC.
E.
Macy.
made by
two hundred six
contain
and
owned by Mrs. C. P. Bartlett

more

exclusive of Public Lot, twenty-two

less

lots 40. 41. 42. 47.
ANDOVER NORTH SURPLUS. part of. being
to a survey and plan
48. 49 and 50 in said surplus, according
Said lots
1905.
In
McC.
Macy.
E.
made
by
of said surplus
International Paper Co., and
are reputed to be owned by the
more or less
contain seven hundred fifty-eight acres,
lots 22. 23 and 32
ANDOVER NORTH SURPLUS. part of. being and plan of said/
in said surplus, according to a survey
Said lots are re1905.
In
surplus made by E. McC. Macy,
three hunto be owned by S. A. Abbott and contain

·.

less

more or less
according to a survey
T. No. 4, R. 2. W. Β. K. P., (Adamstown), returned to the Land
and
and plan of said township made
Ballard, et al, in
Office of the State of Maine by Ephralm
the Berlin
Said township Is reputed to be owned by
1794.

reputed

1 In the fifteenth range
T. A, NO. 1, (Riley), part of. being lot
to a survey and plan of
or lots in said township, according
1905. bald lot Is rein
said township made E. McC. Macy,
Chapman and contains one hundred
puted to be owned by oneless
forty-five acre.·», more or
the east half of lot 2 in the
T. A. NO. 1. (Riley), part of. being
to a surfift«-enth range of lots in said township, according
made by E. McC. Macy. in
vey and plan of said township
acres, more or
contains
fifty-five
land
described
1905. Said

more or

to a Survey
TOWNSHIP C. in common and undivided, according
Peabody, in 1<92.
and plan of said township made by John
et ais.
D.
Pingree.
Said township is reputed to be owned by
thousand
and contains, exclusive of Public Lot. twenty-six
or
less
•i*ht hundred fifty-one acres, more
according to a survey
C SURPLUS, In common and undivided, G.
Qulncy. In 1894. Said
and plan of said township made by F.
D.
Pingree. et als, and
owned
be
by
to
surplus is reputed
three hunthousand
ten
contains, exclusive of Public Lot,

reputed

T.

dred fourteen acres,

entire surANDOVER WEST SURPLUS, part of, beingof the
lots 1. 2 and 3
part
plus with the exception of the north
of lots in
first
range
the
in
4
lot
of
and the northeast part
to a sursaid surplus, (known as the Stoddard lots), according
E. McC. Macy, In
made
by
said
of
surplus
and
plan
vey
Is renoted.
the
exception
Said described land, with
1905.
Paper Co., and contains
puted to be owned by the Umbagogacres,
or less
more
fifty-two
hundred
six thousand two
the north part of
ANDOVER WEST SURPLUS, part of, being
of lot 4 in the first
lots 1, 2 and 3 and the northeast part
as the Stoddard Lots,
known
and
said
lots
in
surplus,
of
range
made by E.
according to a survey and plan of said surplus
is reputed to be
McC. Macv, in 1905. Said described land
sixty-four
one
hundred
contains
and
owned by'H. W. Dunn

AMONG THE FAMEES.
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west
the east line of lot 50 to the north line of lot 50· thence

northwest
along the north line of lots 50, 30, 31 and 32 to the of lots 32
corner of lot 32; thence south on the west line
west
and 24 to the north line of the town of Andover; thence
to the southalong the north line of the town of Andover
thence
W.
Dunn;
H.
east corner of land said to be owned by
the east
northerly along the east line of said Dunn, and along
line of land said to be owned by R. L. Melcher and along the
441 rods,
east line of land said to be owned by Charles Chase
Chase's land;
more or less, to the northeast corner of said
thence west along said Chase's land 400 rods, more or less;
land ana
Chase's
said
of
line
west
thence southerly along the
along the
along the west line of said Melcher's land, and
to the
or
more
less,
448
rods,
land
Dunn's
said
west line of
the
north line of Andover West Surplus: thence west on
more or
north line of said Andover West Surplus 320 rods,
norththence
of
Grafton;
town
less, to the east line of the
to the southerly along the east line of the town of Grafton
of
west corner of the Public Lot that lies in thè west part
the south
along
said Andover North Surplus; thence easterly
to the southUne of the Public Lot 172 rods, more or less,
the
east corner of said Public Lot; thence northerly along
or lees, to the
east line of the Public Lot 320 rods, more
along
thence
easterly
Public
Lot;
the
of
corner
northeast
Ε. I. Brown
the south line of land said to be owned by
the east line of
84 rods, more or less; thence northerly along
Andover and
to
the
or
less;
said Brown's land 25 rods, more
to the south line
Uuton road; thence northerly along said road
line of said
south
the
along
or C Surplus; thence easterly
of beginning; exC Surplus and Township C to the point
acres
a lot of 81
said
description
from
cepting. however,
on the east
said to be owned by Charles and George Smith,
of lot
north
Immediately
nr,d
brook
lying
side of the Moody
east side of
34; also excepting a lot of 136 acres lying on the
of said
the Andover and Upton road in the northwest part
to
according
Clmse,
surplus, and said to be owned by Charles
E. McC. Macy, in
a survey and plan of said surplus made by
the
owned
be
by
to
Is
reputed
Said described land
1905.
two hunUmbagog Paper Co., and contains twelve thousand

95

11

less

or

2

Îdus;

95

95

Co., and contain

ANDOVER NORTH SURPLUS, part of, being a lot of land in
folthe west part of said surplus bounded ana described as
lows:
Beginning at the northwest corner of land said to be
owned by H. W. Dunn; thence east along the north line of
85
said Dunn 400 rods, more or less; thence northwesterly
less;
rods, more or less; thence northerly 87 rods, more or more
thence westerly 400 rods; thence southerly 87 rods,
to the
or less; thence southeasterly 85 rods, more or less,
plan of said
point of beginning, according to a survey and
is reland
Said
1905.
In
McC.
Macy,
surplus made by E.
four hunputed to be owned by R. L Melcher and contains
dred thirty-two acres, more or less
in
ANDOVER NORTH SURPLUS, part of, being a lot of land as
the west part of said surplus bounded and described
sur-follows: Beginning at a point on the south line of said
of said
plus 320 rods, more or less, from the southwest corner
surplus; thence easterly along the south line of said surplus
of the
across the Andover and Upton road and west branch
Ellis river 400 rods, more or less; thence northwesterly 100
of
rods, more or less; thence westerly across the west branch
the Ellis river and the Andover and Upton road 400 rods, more
to the
or less; thence southeasterly 100 rods, more or less,
of said
point of beginning, according to a survey and plandescribed
Said
surplus made by E. MeC. Macy, in 1905.
contains
and
Dunn
W.
H.
owned
to
be
is
by
lanu
reputed
two hundred fifty-two acres, more or less
SURPLUS, part of, being a tract of land in
^iDOVER NORTH
said surplus bounded and described as follows: Beginning at
the northwest corner of the town of Byron; thence south
or
along the west line of said town of Byron 640 rods, more
surless, to the northeast corner of lot numbered 45 in said
thence west along the north line of lots 45. 46, 47 and 48
north along
η said surplus to the east line of lot 50; thence

1 90

township;

■ν- .v a

charge

20

vn

Tin· diseased memt· ~.ue.
It cures Ca-

A

46

less

(Riley), part

Cream Balm I
Ely'squickly
I'

$11 S5

the Umbagog Paper
acres, more or leea

ANDOVER NORTH SURPLUS, part of, being a lot of land in the
west part of said surplus bounded and described as follows:
owned
Beginning at the northwest corner of land said to be
of said
by R. L. Melcher; thence east along the north line169
rods,
Melcher 400 rods, more or less; thence northerly
thence
more or less; thence westerly 400 rods, more or leas:
12
southwesterly
southerly 164 rods, more or lees; thence
a
rods, more or less, to the point of beginning, according to E.
made
Dy
North
Andover
Surplus
of
said
survey and plan
McC. Macy, in 1906. Said described land is reputed to be
owned by Charles Chase and contains four hundred twentythree acres, more

height

Edgings,
Stove Wood

more or

Tax.

FRYEBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lot 2. in the
southeast part of said grant and lying immediately south of
lot 2 in the fifih range of lots in said grant.
Said lot contains twenty-one acres, more or less
FRYKBURG ACADEMY GRANT, part of. being lot 5, in the
sixth range of lots in said grant.
Said lot is reputed to be
owned by F. B. Brooks and R F. Cross, in common and undi-

JONES.

P.

H

J

acres,

best work warranted.

v

\
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Townships.

Κ verso·

,

to be owned by
puted
four hundred thirty-six
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when only two years old.
A shortage of working oxen is always
noticeable. This is the reason for the
demand. What are the profits? Practically all the selling price, the steer
having done much toward self-support.
His growth in idleness until two years
of age has cost little; his food has been
farm products of email market

chiefly
value.

no
be
"breaking."
Every steer as a calf must be taught to
lead; mastered then, he never afterward
realizes his power, and is readily trained.
The growing calves ought to be kept in

There should

290 63

some near

238 97

by pasture,

so

they

may never

become strungers.
They should be
known by name by all the children and
be their playmates. No breeds make
finer matched teams than Devons, Hol-

steins, Guernseys, and Shorthorn grades,

Peed for Cows in Dry Weather.
How about suitable feed for the dairy
herd the coming summer? Forehanded
dairymen do not take any obancea on the
weather, and provide for a possible curtailment of pasturage that may follow a
drouth. Any one of several good forage
crops can be sown which will aid materially in keeping the milk flow normal
throughout the season even though the
weather is dry. It is none too early to
plan for these crops, and, in fact, some
of them should have been planted before this for best results. The accompanying notes from representative New
England dairymen in this connection
will be of interest:
My experience on Highland farm is to
have plenty of sowed corn cut fresh
is
every day after pastures fail. This
the best-arrangement that can be made,
the
near
this
sow
in my opinion. We
pasture fence where it is handy to cut
and throw over to the cows each afterIn addition to plenty of corn we
noon.
raise beets, turnips and carrots to feed
in the winter. We also find millet a
profitable crop to raise for cows that are
milk. We cure it like hay and

giving
feed dry

in the winter. We sowed one
of alfalfa this spring and hope t»v
make it thrive in Maine.—Rev. E. P.
Pember, Penobscot County, Me.
For a supplemental pasture my plan is
to make use of winter rye and oats cut
fodgreen, and oats and peas; also enru
der, clover, sweet corn and barley. We
feed dry hay every day of the year.—J.
A. Roberts, Highland Dairy Farm, Oxford County, Me.
The best thing to plant this spring to
aid the dairy in case of a drouth is a
silo. This
crop of com to put In the
will help in the season of 1908 and I
think the wide-awake dairyman has already prepared for this summer's shortlast
age by having the silos well filled
fall. For a farmer who ie not already
provided with a silo, I would say plant
corn to be cut, and feed green.—O. F.
Douglas, Hartford County, Ct.
The best feed for dairy cows in July
and August is oats and peas followed in
September by sweet corn.—E. J. Fletcher, Hillsboro County, Ν. H.
Personally, I have been fortunate
enough to have bad but little experience in short pasturage for dairy cows.
If one is situated so he can practically
soil feed, nothing can be found better
than corn fodder and a little grain. Unless you are prepared to do this, you
acre

from the cow an appetite to grub for all
the pastures afford. As a rule, a fresh feed
to insure them holding their own can bo
best attained by use of provender or a
feed of good hay.—S. M. King, Oxford
County, Me.
I have built the past year a new silo of
small size for summer feed and I grow a
good supply of oats and peas, but do
not feed green, though I think they
would do nicely in that condition.—
Walter N. Foster, Hartford County, Ct.
There is no doubt but corn is the best
for green fodder
crop that can be raised
when the pastures get short. Eventhe best. I
(jreen Sweet, or Sanford, is
prefer the latter for this northern section, because it is a little hardier and
oasier to start. Oats and peas come a
little earlier and help out before we can
cut the corn, but for the main crop stick
If grain is to be fed be sure to
to corn.
have cottonseed meal in the summer ration. There are some farmers in this
cottonseed meal
feed
section who
through the entire summer and who say
their cows will eat it when they will refuse any other grain ration. For my
part I prefer that there should be some
bran in the feed. I mix half and half by
weight.—F. L. Smith, Franklin County,
vt.
The best green feeds for cows I have
ever found are peas and oats sowed at the
rate of two bushels oats and one bushel
Canada peas to the acre. Japanese mil-

A New Orleans Dish.
The greatest, the most toothsome and
sustaining of all dUhes is the goiubo
Hie one encounters iu New Orleans—
not at public eating bouses, bat in priIt I? a strange yet
vate residences.
halcyon compound of live different integers. each cooked separately and aft-

erward Joined
and fragrant

lu

a

mess.

most delectable
There are fried

chicken, bralied bacon, stewed oysters,
peppers and smothered onions, all prepared with unutterable skill. These
one by one are emptied Into a pot of
most celestial "stork." nnd then when
the conglomeration Is complete for
service the presiding genius of the
kitchen pours Into the ecstatic confection a shower of tine green dust—the
p»wder.\l leaf of the sassafras—and
there yon have η plate that would have
made I.ucnllus gasp In simple wonder.
There Is none like It nor shall he till
our summers are deceased.—New York
Sun.

Hammers are represented on the
monuments of Egypt twenty centuries
before» our em. They greatly resembled
tlie hammer now In use. suve that there
were no claws on the back for the exThe first hammer
traction of nails.
was undoubtedly a stone held In the
Claw hammers were Invented
hand.
II
some time during the middle ages.
lumfuated manuscripts of the eleventh
cen.ury represent carpenters with claw
Hammers are of all sizes,
hamuli rs.
from the dainty instruments used by
the jeweler, which weigh less than half
an ounce, to tlie gigantic fifty ton hamestablishments,
mer of shipbuilding
some of w lilch weigh as much as fifty
tons and have a falling force of from
ninety to a hundred. Every trade has
its own hammer and Its own way of
using it.
Queer Weather Forecasting.
One of the rites performed by the
French peasants on New Year's eve Is
the forecasting of the weather for the
coming year by meaus of onions.

Wood B-ir:icrs In Pari».
all modern improvements,
Paris still heats its oliices and its
houses to a large extent with wood.
the broeder to sell his best animals.
Its bahers and confectioners use hardThe trend of public demand is for the
anything else for fuel. It burns up
ly
will
best and as animals of extra quality
of timber every year,
command nearly double that of inferior whole forests
forests In several regrades, the breeder is constantly tempt- and extensive
for suped to Hell the tops of his tlocks and gions of France are reserved
herds. This is particularly the case in plying It with fuel. Coal is scarce in
breeding horses. The buyer when he France and dear and not of very good
visits the farm is attracted by the better
quality. Besides, the Parisians are conanimal and bids an attractive price for servative in home matters. The cheery
it, while the stock of common quality is
of the glowing log 011 the
neglected. Perhaps with the breeder he appcarance
to thcin, and most likehearth
appeals
in compelled to lose the opportunity uf
will pass before they
s.ile or el-·" part with the best horse on ly generations
give up burning wood altogether.—
t'ie farm.
In the improvement of all classes of live Philadelphia North American.
stock only the best animals should be retained for breeding purposes. While a
Tha Iron Law of Caste.
good sire will impart extra quality to
As an illustration 4>f the excluslvehie progeny, it is conceded that the dam
a native of India
has much to do in governing the quality ness of caste, which
It
nf the foal. It is an unwise policy to ^vill do almost anything to preserve.
place all the burden of improvement on might be mentioned that when money
the sire and condemn the stallion if the passes between a low caste and a high
foals out of ordinary mares are not of su- caste man the coin is thrown on the
perior quality.. In the era of low prices ground by the one and picked up by the
farmers made the mistake of selling tbeir
They
other for fear of defilement.
use or
for

Breeding Animals.
A feature in breeding live stock is the
temptation which constantly menaces

eay

TEACHING MONKEYS.
Bimpl· Act* That Ar· Too Difficult

For 8imians to Laarn.
It would be a very Pimple matter for
η fourteen months old child to learn
to pull In, by means of a very light
wooden rake, an object which it

toy

could not reach with Its hands, and yet
Jimmie, a very tame Rhesus monkey
of mine, writes John It. Watson In
The World Today, epent many days in
trying to learn this simple art and
had not learned to manipulate the rake
Jlmmle
when our patience ran out.
was kept moderately hungry at the
time of the experiments; lie was tethered just out of rca· h of rmue very
tempting food (malaxa grapes). A light
top wooden rake was given him. InBtinctively he grasped it. lilt It. then
It and began straining at his

dropped

tether aud rea< blng out as far as possible with his foreleg, making vain ef-'
forts to scratch In his food. The rake
was then put around one of the grapes,
and the handle extended toward Jimmie. Instantly he grasped the handle
as before and Jerked ii, aud t!ie grave
rolled within reach of his paw. The
rake was dropped and forgotten and
the faithful paw utilized for the com-

pletion of the act.
Now what happens when the grape
has Iteen eaten? The rake la still v. ith-

in his reach, and the grapes are still
outside the pale. Does he p-rcelve the
relationship existing between "i <;d

out of reach, rake will leng.hen paw,
he
ergo, use rake?" Not Jluimie. And
Is the brightest of s ix. As long as you
will kindly hook the blade <>f the ra'.e
around the grape and extend the handle toward hint he «ill «On.Iescend to
pull In the rake nnd consequently the
both
grape, but he has never yet
out and then pulled lu the rake

pushed

of his own Initiative.

THE BLACK SEA.
It· Water· So Badly Poisoned That
Lifo I· Practically Impossible.
Few person ·. probably, other than
In the pursuit of scithose

engaged

Hammers.

When the bells ring for midnight mass
they scoop out the middies of twelve
oulous, set them in a row on the
kitchen table, fill them with salt and
Li 1Κ
f,» Aft
«-tint nrlu tn
fha ΑΡΓΑ tfl λίκη name them for the months of the year.
mass they
good. Sow the millet the same time the Then when they return from
It
oats ami peas are put out. Then by the examine the· condition of (lie salt.
time the last named are going by, the it line melted In any of tlie "months,"
millet will be in its prime. If you want those months will be rainy: if the salt
some green feed parly, sow spring rye, remain.?
dry. it Indicate* drought; if
two bushels to the acre, on good ground.
haif melted, the tirst fortnight of the
This is not the best kind of feed for
month will lie wet. 'I'he iieasants have
cows but will help out before the peas
faith in this means of
and oats come. Millet will do to Teed such Implicit
if sowed foretelling the weather thnt tliev plant
green for two or three weeks
the
thick and on good land.—Π. C. Bruce, their crops in accordance with
ex-president Vermont Dairymen'· Asso- prophecy of the onions.
ciation, Hillsboro County, Ν. H.

All Humors

Hood's Sarsaparilla

the other.—Travel Magazine.

should avoid any feed which wlll.take

most of which are flue dairy cattle. If a
as to own a good
person is so fortunate
dairy and a high class bull, he is already
3 30
on tlio way toward a lot of steers that
acres, more or less
will all closely resemble the sire and
undivided.
and
common
in
T. NO. 4, R. 5. W. Β. K. P.. (Oxbow),
The power of
one another.
the American Realty
therefore
owned
by
be
to
is
reputed
Said township
exclusive of Public Lot. nineteen
the ox has been employed in doing work
23
179
Co., et als, and contains,
less
or
more
thousand eight hundred forty-eight acres, in common and unfor man since the earliest recorded hisin
T. NO. 4. R. 6, W. Β. K. P.. (Bowmantown),
to be owned by the Ameritory. It has been a prominent factor
divided. Said township is reputed
Lot,
Public
of
and contains, exclusive
the development of our great common206 40
can Realty Co.. et als,
less
or
more
unacres,
The
twenty-four thousand
wealth, both east and west.
according to a
T. NO. 5, R. 5, W. Β. K. P.. (Parmachenee).
promising lands of early New England
made by Ephralm Ballard, et
survey and plan of said township
ihe
to be owned by
were cleared by these good friends of
is
reputt-d
Said
township
al.. In 1794.
of mass
of Public Lot, twenty·
man, as the thousands of miles
222 90
Berlin Mills Co.» and contain*, exclusiveacres, more or less....
ive stoue wall, their enduring monu
one thousand five hundred ninety-nine
27
26.
of. being lots 5, 6, 17, 18,
BATCHELDER'S GRANT, part
ments, bear record. To inaugurate this
the First Division of said grant.
Bean
and 28, in what is known as owned
by Mrs. Luclnda E.
industry does not require the investment
6 02
Said lots are reputed to be
more or less
of any large capital; in fact it may be
and contains seven hundred acres,
the First Division of
started without any extra capital by any
BATCH ELDER'S GRANT, part of. being of lots 5, 6, 17, 18.
commercial
Batclielder's Grant, with the exception
farmer having a dairy of the heavy best mares
export
Bean. Said
E.
L.
Mrs.
owned
by
to
be
26, 27 and 28, said
breeds of cows. If there is any question and find them handicapped now when
Hastings Brothers and conland Is reputed to be owned by two
three hundred
thousand
summer or winter values have reached the highest level in
noted,
enough
about
having
20 43
tains, with the exception
seventy-six acres, more or less
feed, just plant a few extra acres to corn the history of the industry.
certain lots In what is
care of it.—Cor. in Tribune
take
and
BATCHELDER'S GRANT, part of,ofbeing
Lots
Consumers want the best horses that
follows:
as
said grant,
known as the Second Division
the fractional lots 1 to 5,
Farmer.
methodical breeding can produce and the
1 to 5, inclusive, in the first range;
incluto
1
5,
lots
first range;
farmer to supply this demand must reInclusive, lying northerly of said1 to 6. inclusive, in the third
lots
Protection against Corporations.
sive In the second range;
1 to 5,
tain his best mares for breeding purposes.
In the fourth range; lots
Inclusive,
to
5.
1
lots
sixth
range;
1 to 5, inclusive. In the
More than once has it been necessary It is bad economy to sell the best mare on
Inclusive, In the.fifth range; lots
1 to 5,
lots
range;
seventh
for if
in the
for New England Homestead to utter a the farm, even at a strong price,
range; lots 1 to 5, inclusive,
lots 1 to 5, inclusive, in the
Inclusive, in the eighth range;
1 to
word of caution about issuing permits stinted to a good sire she will reproduce
In the tenth range; lots
In
ninth range; lots 2 to 5. Inclusive,
range; lots 1 to 5, Inclusive,
for the construction and operation of herself in her progeny and in a few years
5. inclusive. In the eleventh 4 and 6 in the thirteenth range;
the twelfth range; lots 1, 2,
lots 1
telephone and telegraph lines and trol- the farmer will have several good horses
the fourteenth range;
in
Inclusive,
to
is for sale as against none if he retains in5,
1
lots
5. Incluley systems. The individual farmer
fifteenth range; lots 1 to the sevto 5, Inclusive, In the
lots 2, 3, 4 and 5 In
a disadvantage, because be is not ferior animals for breeding purposes.
at
range;
sixteenth
the
In
sive,
In the eighteenth range;
The farmer should grade bis horses and
enteenth range; lots 1 to 5. Inclusive,
Second
equipped with all the ins and outs of the
the south part of said
besouth
also the following lots In
nor has he unlimited capital to sell only his inferior mares until he
law;
In any range; lots 5, gore
included
not
and
and
Division,
24, 25, 26. 27, 29, 30. 33Haststrong companies who seek to get come* fully stocked, when the progeny
fight
of lot 5, lots β. 7. 8. 9. 19. 20. 23.
the
owned
bo
by
to
the right of way. Like the camel, once from his best mares will all be of excelsix
34. Said described lots are reputed
ten thousand two hundred
be mas87 78
ings Brothers and contain
they get their nose into the tent, they lent quality. The farmer should
acres, more or less
their body in entire. But the ter of the situation and sell only such
lots in what Is
force
certain
being
of,
part
1
BATCHELDER'S GRANT,
of said grant, as follows: Lot
farmer has, or ought to have, ample pro- animals as are not necessary for the mainknown as the Second Division
1 in the
in the thirteenth range; lot
tection for his property under the laws tenance of his herd to the highest standof
in the tenth range; lot 3
south
part
the
In
lots
following
the
seventeenth range; also thenot
of the state. And the community should ard of excellence. The situation of
in any range; lots 10,
Included
and
Division,
said Second
acres, more
have similar protection in the manage- horse industry in the control of farmers
Said lots contain five hundred ninety
6 07
21 and 22.
ment of its highways. The important and intelligently managed will pay largor less
Grant, 13,872.
branch of live
Total acreage of Batchelder's
Treasurer.
thing is for the farmer and the com- er profits than any other
PASCAL P. GILMORE, State
stock husbandry.—Turf, Farm and Home.
munity to be fortified from the beginand
ning with full knowledge of the law
protected by ironclad contracts before
Tlie Fallon Miçhty.
Gladstone Spoke In the Rain.
Quality First.
Γ.'λΙ- granting these corporations permission
are sometimes overbreeders
"It isn't nffpHwrv to go to the
One day us Mr. Gladstone was speakYonng
comBitter
the slightest move.
said the man to make
to make sales for their cattle
reaches this journal on the part of anxious
ing froiij the terrace rain began to fall. dorf to see the nobility.'*
plaint
vea
while they are not over-anxious about
"Go down on Second
farmers who have recently suffered
Willi tlie first few drops catue a voice ilIhiïi t tmvn.
their cattle. This is lookte» ths Hungarian restaurants wrongs at the bands of a telephone the quality of
nu'»
from the crowd, "Pit on your hat, Mr.
at the question wrong end first.
one is an
ing
of
whioh
deception,
Tlie
proprietor
there.
practiced
company
Gladstoue." "No," blandly resi>cmded
for dam- Every breeder should be anxions first,
exiled bsircn. tlie pianist is a prince, withheld proper remuneration
the art of rearing
with age#, and went rough shod over farms to perfect himself in
the veteran; "some prefer their hats
waiter
the
a
duke,
Is
*.
t"ie lollnlr.t
bis cattle to their full
We cannot too strongly and developing
off." As the rain
landownmine
and
1
titled
a
highways.
was
prefer
liloH
ou;
the ciuftuc
man who establishes a
to refuse absolutely to purpose. Any
fell more heavily Mrs. Gladstone step- er hi 1!< own country, and each au<l urge farmers
for turning out fine, well
of way without first looking reputation
rights
exgrant
au
held
and
animals need have no worry
every one of the patrons, myself
ped behind her hu
after this matter of protection to their reared
umbrella over Ids bare head, lie was· cepted. Is a scion of Russian. German own interests.—New Bngland Home- about selling them. Not long since we
beard two men discussing where they
Mr. Glad- or Hungarian nobility, banished for
over eighty at the time.
stead.
of
should go to buy some registered cattle
stone went fluently on. expounding the rome lenwur or other to the wilds
of a certain breed. One man mentioned
merits of rabbit farming, but after a ! New York."—New York Press.
when the other rea certain breeder,
the
and
rain
the
noticed
he
even
time
"Don't go near him. His cattle
plied:
Gladstone,
Mrs.
to
umbrella. Turning
are badly cared for and not half fed.
A Striking Monument.
His cattle are well
he said, "I will put my own up, my
us go and see.
which the skin, liver, Let
matters
Are
ix*
found
Impure
can
world
elothe
the
Nowhere i:i
nourished and cared for. I had rather
dear," aud he did so. Again
cannot
take
care
other
that
and
than
organs
rain
monument
kidneys
his
cattle than to
a good price for
a more striking
quent voice galloped on. while the
ave the others as a gift."
became heavier and heavier. Present- erected on the shores of Lake Iss.v- of without help.
houor of the
That settled it. It is a tine art to be a
Pimples, bolls, eczema and other eruply Mrs. Gladstone threw a light mackin- Kul. In central Asia, In
handler of cattle and it goes s
famous
tosh over her husband's shoulders. Russian General Prjevalskl, a
tions, loss of appetite, that tired feeling, good
great ways in making sales.—Hoard*!
tomb la
The moment be felt it he turned quick- explorer of that region. The
bilious turns, fita of indigestion, dull head,
Dairyman.
summit of η Jutaches and many other troubles are doe to
ly round and with some usperi.y said, hollowed ont In the
the
of
his
margin
eastern
the
on
lie
cliff
it."
have
shrugged
"I wou't
ting
are removed by
of an them. They
Grape-vines ought to be pruoed befon
shoulders, the n.acki:rto ;h fell, aud lake, and the monument consists
the weather is warm enough to causi
of
block
gray
hewn
five
For
enormous rough
Mrs. Gladstoue stepped back.
them to bleed, but it is better to do tin
over
minutes more lu a deluge Mr. Glad- granite, twcnty-tlve feet high,
form or In chocolated work later than not at all.—3 u burbar
In
usual
liquid
central
of
chart
a
stone went ou; then he stopped, uud which Is thrown
Life.
tablets known as SWMrtalMt 100 doses H
Asia.
w· til fled.—Manchester Guardian.

I

Fighting For Fir·.
A gre.it ccrpiuo.ij· in Jerusalem Is on
Easter Saturday, ami commemorates
the ancrent tradition of the celestial
fire tll.it was «aid to rise from tie
tamb of Christ. The Greek patriarch
enters the sanctuary of the sepulcher,
the door closes behind him, and the
surging, tossing, tumultuous multitude
await the coming of the fire. Suddenly
out of the right hand window in the
wail of the sepulcher shoot Haines of
Are, a lid In uu iustaut every one of the
tiiju.uud.4 h is produced a candle uud
da he J madly forward to light It at the
u.y. tic fire. The light thus taken from
the holy sepulcher is Instantly carried
to nil the Christian villages round
about Jerusalem, and fleet footed young
men vie with one another iu being
first to light their local shrines with the
divine liante. The writer has seen twe
rival runners put down their caudle*
uud indu ge lu α sanguinary battle
with knives and sticks until the light
of one of them is put out. There is uo
Jake meant here, but each Is striving
desperately to extinguish the flame of

22.

Despite

same carpet or
may not stand 011 the
the same room. Neither must the
low caste man cross the threshold of
his superior's house or hut. If he wauis
to communicate with him he stands outside and bawls.

enter

An Invitation.
I
"Mabel," he said, "I love you.
place my happiness In your hands"—
"For goodness sake," she cried plendInirly, "don't do it now!"

"Why

not?"
"Because I'm quite sure I'll need
both hands in a minute or so to keep
you from kissing me."—Philadelphia
Press.

An Adage Vindicated.
"Where there's so much smoke there
must lie some lire."
The I hiss was speaking. He had Just
detected the office boy consuming a
cigarette on the premises.

The adage was verified immediately.
Philadelphia
The boy got the fire.
—

Ledger.

Man's Character.
According to an old French saying.
"A man's character is like his shadow,
which sometimes follows and someis occatimes precedes him and which
longer, occasionally shorter,

sionally

than he Is."

There Is no grace In a benefit that
■ticks to the fingers.—Seneca.

aware that t!ie Black sea
presents an iKerest of its own to the
zoologist and tin· geologist shared by
ence.

are

other part of the ocean at the pres-

no

ent day.

Throughout the greater part of the
the bottom is the dwelling place

ocean

of a number of creatures whose business It Is to consume the bodies of the
members of the surface fauna which
after death sink to the bottom. In the
Black sea, however, says the Field, owing to special geological events, such
scavengers are totally wanting over
the greater part of the bottom, ko that
the carcasses of the creatures which
fall from above are left to decompose,
wbh h they speedily do at the comhigh temperature of the

paratively

water.
By their

decomposition two soluble
compounds, carbonate of ammonia and
snlphureted hydrogen, are developed
in ei.ormotts quantities, while no free
lime, except such as is introduced from
the .Mediterranean, Is left. The volume of sulphurated hydrogen Is so
great as to poison the water from
the greatest depth (1.227 fathoms) to
WH.I..1

«ι

M tu Τ

il

IMlllUICrtl
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when the oldest known sedimentary
rocks were l:iid down as mud on the
nm-ient sea bottom.

Pat Was Surprised.
Two Irishmen got the contract to
clean a well. I'at tied a rope around
hi* ml.îdle. and Mike lowered hi ■: into
When I'at was through
the well.
(■leaning. Mike began to hoist him up,
buMvhen he was halfway up he called
to h!< companion in the well:
"Ifould on a minuit, I'at. till I spit
on me hands," and let go of the ro;>e.
Naturally Pat descended again a little
When Mike
too rapidly for comfort.
realized his blunder, he rr.n to the well
and called clown:
"I'at. i'at. are ye dead?"
ΛικΙ his partner replied:
"No. ye brainless spalpeen; Ol'm not
dead, begorry, but Oi'm i;pachless wId

surprise

at

ye."—Judge's Library.

Labor.
The doctrine of the farm Is merely
this, that every man ought to stand in
primary relatlous with the work of the
world: ought to do it himself and not
to suffer the accident of his having a
In-en
purse In his pocket, or his having

Iced to some dishonorable or Injurious
craft, to sever him from those duties
and for this reason, that labor is God's
education; that he only Is a sincere
learner, ite only can become master
who learns the secret of labor and who
real cuuuing extorts from nature its

by

scepter.—Emerson.

Accounting For It.
"Mamma." asked little Emersonia
Osgood son. "who translated the Bible
"The

accepted version of it, my
dear." answered her mother, "Is the
work of ieanied Englishmen."
"Englishmen! Then that is why
there is no Epistle to the itostonlans!''
Exchange.

Putting Off.
IIow mankind defers from day to
day the best it can do and the most
beautiful tilings it can enjoy without
thlnkiug that every day may be the
last one and that lost time Is lost eternally.

The Very Worst.
Now, tell me the
Schoolmistress
what
truth, Johnny Jones. You know
will happen If you tell a lie, don't you?
Johnny Jones—Yes, ma'am; I'll go to
—

bad place. Schoolmlstreee—Yes. and
also
that isn't the worst of it. You'll
be cx|>elled from school.

α

Cruel.

Percy—Do you know. Miss Alice, Ι'τβ
always had a horror of premature burial—being buried too early, dontcherAlice—Oh. what nonsense!
ki.ow?
That's Impossible.

rvvvvvvvvvwww

That

lillliumo

surface to such si degree that life, ex·
cept for a few Imcterla, I» absolutely
Ιηι|>ί slble.
The circumstance has α double Interest— first, that It Is absolutely uuhpie
at th<· piesent day. and, secondly, that
it seems to offer an almost exact | arallei to the Mhu· of affairs that existed
at I he Inconceivably remote c>oeh

—

hacking cough continue·

Because your system is exhausted
your powers of resistance weakened·

and

Take Scoffs Emulsion·
It builds up and strengthens your entire system.

It contains Cod Liver OH and Hypophosphites so

prepared that it is easy to take and essy to digest·
ALL DRUGGISTS· Kk. AND $1.00

OXFORD BEARS.
THE
%

ESTABLISHED 13».

$br Oxford geraocrat,!
ISSUED TUESDAYS.

SOUTH PARIS,

THE DOINOS OF THE WEEK IN ALL
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.

MAINS, MAY 5»,1907.

ATWOOD

A

I

FORBES,

Pr«frM*n.
ÙXOUI M. ATWOOD.
A^s. fOUU.
Uttor· tad

Term* —#1.30 » rear If paid strictly la advance.
Otherwise t- OO a rear. Single copie· 4 cent*.
All legal advertisements
ADTKaniniEirr·:
are *1t«q three connective insertion» for Φ 1.30
of
oolumn.
la
Special contracts
Inch
length
per
maile with local, traaslent aad yearly advertis—

ers.

Jo· rurme —New type, fast presses, electric !
power, experience·! workmen an<l low prices
combine to make this department of oar busl
aeas complete aa<l popular.

«I1IVLE COPIES.
Single Copte· of the Democrat are four cento
each. They will be mailed on receipt of price by
the publishers or for the convenience of patron·
jingle copies of each Issue have been placed oa
•ale at the following places In the County :
Hhurtleff's Drug StoreSouth Parla,
Noyea' Dreg Store.
Norway,
Stone's Drug Store.
Alfred Cole, Postmaster.
BockfleM,
Mrs. Harlow, Poet Office.
Parts Hill,
Samuel T. White.
West Parla,
F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.

Coming Events.
June 4.— Oxford 1'uuiona Orange, North BuckHeldJune 4, 5.—East Oxford Local Union, Y. P. S. C.
E., Hum ford Kails.
June 13 —Oxford County Sunday School Association, South Paris.
June i3-jC.—Commencement. Bowdoln College.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Astigmatic Troubles.
Mémorial Day.
CMt

Corset·.
The Newest Thing.
Our Men's 91 in Straw Hats.
Complete Une of Ladles' Oxfords.

Wanted.

Probate Notice».
Notice· of Appointment.
Notice.
35 Acres ilouo.
Have You Catarrh?
The Mask of Health.
Statement of South Paris Savings I tank
Have You Tried Cur-X-Zema?
Parker's Hair Hal-am.
4

ParirHUI.
Fire» Baptlat Church. Be τ. Κ. Ο. Taylor, pastor
Preaching every Sunday at 10:40 a.·. Sunday
School at IS κ. Sabbath Evening Service at
7 30 p. m. T. P. S. C. X. Tuesday evening.
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at 7 30. Covenant Meeting the last rridav before the let
Sunday of the month at 9 30 p. m. AU not
otherwise connected are cordially Invited.
I'nlvorealtat Church.
Sunday School every
Sunday at 10 46 A. ■·

Mrs. U. P. Hammond has returned
borne. She has been with her daughter,
Mrs. Ernest F. Shaw, for the past four
weeks.
Miss Jessie Jackson spent Saturday
and Sunday with her cousin, Paustena
Hammond.
Rev. C. A. Knickerbocker, of Arlington, Mass., who has tilled the pulpit at
the Universalis! church so acceptably for
the past two summers, will begin his
summer pastorate here next Sunaav.
J. Murray Quinby and family, of Newton, Mass., are coming to Klmhurst next
week for a part of the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. H. R. Batcheller have
taken a lease of the Jairus K. Hammond
house and will occupy it soon.
Dr. Charlotte P. Hammond opened
The Beeches for the season last week
with several guests,
including Miss
Leverich of New Orleans, who has spent
several seasous here and always comes
early and remains until the house closes.
Miss May is making some additions
and improvements to her fine summer
residence.
Mrs. J. P. Thompson and Miss Olive
Thompson of l'ortland, who have been
spending the winter in Newton, Mass.,
have engaged accommodations at Elmhurst for the summer and are expected
early in June.
Francis C. Case and family of New
York, who occupied Admiral Lyon's
home here last summer, are to have
"Lyonsdon" again this season and are

expected

soon.

Miss Julia C. Snow arrived home last
week from Boston, where she has been
spendiog the winter.
m.»st important improvement
The
undertaken here sincc the conduction
of the water svateui is to begin at once.
is assured
sewer
The Main Street
and its construction will be in charge of
Window B. Young of South Paris. The
excavating will be done by a crew of
Finos. This should be ">ut the beginning of an adequate sewer system for
the entire village
Misses Phelps-Stokes of New
The
York have taken Mrs. M. C. Snow's
house. Crossroads, for the summer.

Mere and There.
An article cm fuel for automobile* décidée that at the present price of about
twenty cents a gallon gasoline is the
cheapest fuel, but that if the price of
the
gasoline should go to thirty cents,
use of kerosene aa a motor fuel would
increase rapidly. And as the same concern—the Standard Oil Co.—controls the
is
price of both gasoline and kerosene, it
in that
easy to see what would happen
case.

Senator Piatt says with evident sincerity that he has always been sorry for J
"kicking Roosevelt up stairs" so that it
was possible for him to become president. But as the great mass of people
don't share his feelings in that respect,
they will probably be willing to forgive
I'latt such part as he had in the job.

Bryant's

Pond.

John'· Letter.
HAVE VOU CATARRH?
BockfMd.
Pitlni.
WMt Pari·.
There oame by port from a strangerafter
haa
Mr.
W.
who
Qerrish,
of
Armstrong
Barton
Miu
Ptovidenoe,
There will be Memorial Day services
Dr. Gehrlng'a under hi· many years of invalidism, passed peace- hand a card bearing the Maiden Station,
HYOMEI ΑΙΠ> ■>u,r
■ BBATHK
here on Thursday of this week. The been staying at
On the card la a
aome
for
of
treatment
time, baa returned to fully away to the better life Tboraaay at Maae., postmark.
front
la
he
formed
will
CURB WILL B* OOABA.HTBICD.
tine of march
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Rev.
of
the
77
In
birthplace
the
o'olock
one
afternoon, agçd
Adon-1| If
at ber home.
Free
the
Baptist church
ram Judaon, and theee written words:
you bate catarrh, with
Mr. and Mr·. Edward Stanley are re- years. Mr. Gerrish waa one of the older
12:30 P. m. Led hy the drum oorps,
with b reath burning pain» in the throat, d fand
for
historic
landmark,
"This
In
conducted
Interesting
reaidenta
birth
the
town, having
a
street
veterans and school children, they will ceiving congratulation· upon
Main
on
the
stands
old
its majestic
trees,
Mar 19.
many yeara a farm located η few miles of tbe city of Maiden, Mass., a picturesque and ;
proceed to the cemetery where there will of a little daughter,
in the desert of tbe city. The old-. <
Tueaday morning Mrs. J. B. Chapman from the village, until falling health restful oaals
he short exercises and decoration of
hav· compelled him to give up an active buai-, fashioned knocker la still on the door, suggest- c
soldiers' graves. After this the pro- died at ber home on Cbnrob Street,
α» »ί
enter tbe sacred precinct*.
|
shock Monday neaa life. He then located In the village, log an Invitation to From
another admirer.
cession will return to Dunham's Hell, ing suffered a paralytic
Ιτ-ο-m el at once.
had been in but for several yeara haa been seriously
Mrs.
afternoon.
chapman
an
address
be
will
Judge
somethere
where
by
«ooththis waa called out by
but it was burdened with aathma and other bodily Evidently
C. F. Whitman of Norway and appro- feeble health for some time,
wrote *,of tbe Judsons η few
re- thing we
etc. Every- alwaya a pleaaure to call upon her ahe infirmities. His end came suddenly
of
the
exercises
that
ahow
music,
to
which
weeks
priate
goea
ago,
All waa ao cheerful and hopeful. She wa· a sulting from heart failure. Mr. Oerrlah Democrat oats loose from
one cordially invited to attend.
away down
and loved that leaves a widow, with whom he had
those interested are requested to meet woman of rare ability
over the border all right,
Eaat
and
gets
In married life fifty-three yeara.
walked
will
be
and
best
and
was
noblest
which
afteron
the
Emmons
I
with Mrs. David
now and tnen and perhapa regularly.
a large circle of friends and He also leaves three children, two aona
noon of Wednesday, May 29th, at 1:30 missed by
there are a goodly number of mans. killing all catarrhal germ· ana
services were held and one daughter, Benjamin E. and ■uppoae
Funeral
the
soldiers'
for
wreaths
make
neighbors.
at
to
o'clock,
Oxford born boya ana girls running
ootbing any irritation there may
at ber late home Thursday afternoon, John D., both residents of Buckfield vilall over the country who look for α the niucoue membrane.
graves.
N. Gleason, officiat- lage, and Mra. Lawton of West Bridge- large
home
old
of
the
Twenty-five members of Mt. Pleasant ber pastor, Rev. C.and
the
paper.
coming
The complete Hy-o-mei outflt co.t.
beautiful flower· water, Mass. The funeral occurred SatRebekah Lodge from South Paris visited ing. The many
Miaa Louisa Record baa been on a few
,ut 11.00; and F. A. Shartlefl A Co
afternoon and was conducted by
did
not
Onward Rebekah Lodge, No. 29, Tues- were a tribute from loving friends. urday
We
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place.
ive their personal
days1
for Rev. J. H. Little Of South Paris.
muoh
sympathy is expressed
but ahe left inatructlona for ua .ackage that money will be reiunaeu
day evening of last· week. The degree Very
Mrs. G. H. Ulrich of Baltimore haa aee her,
feeble state of
work was exemplified by Onward Lodge, Mr. Chapman, who is In a
once a week.
the
write
for
Democrat
to
iolesn the treatment does all that
come to apend the summer with her
and after the lodge a bountiful supper health.
laimed for it.
and Mrs. T. H. Lunt. Dr. Can't tell how long the writing apaam
Mr.
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parents,
in
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over
was served to something
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W. Ulrich will come on later spending most maylaat.
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and
Mr·.
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drews,
A
hall.
lower
pleasant evening
leave without notice and it may abide
WEETWe.
Chandler attended the W. C. T. U. of the summer at the lakes where ne has too
joyed.
long for comfort or for edification.
held in property interests.
Mrs. H. B. Tracey and daughter Ethel County Convention which was
a
turn
we
took
P.
as
With J.
The annual meeting of the .tockboldguide
Mrs. Joseph Λ Warren of Westbrook
from Stoughton, Mass., have been visit- Norway last week.
„ of the Pari. Hill Water Compauy or
over the "Dilly Plantation" aa planned
W.
A.
her
Rev.
visited
Pottle,
who
came
from
Mexico
Mr.
father,
Ur
Gibson,
nature is left alone )io election of officers, and transaction
ing her uncle, Mr. J. R. Tucker, for a
home Tueaday tak- weeka ago. Where
few days. They returned home last Fri- several months agp on account of failing Monday, returning
own devices for fifty years,
,1 any other bu.ine.s that may proper
with her her daughter Jeanette, who and to her
is very low.
ing
health,
look upon a face «une before «aid meeting, will be heUl
day.
four weeks with ber and you return, you
been
hri
deheld
a
most
Columbian
Club
The
spending
Hail
at
Dunham's
on
There was a dance
that is strange and new, with a wonder It the nubbard House.
last Friday evening under the auspices of lightful meeting at the home of Mrs. grandparents.
if the days of miracles are
Rev. A. W. Pottle and wife were in at- upon you
Gehring, and at the close of a most inare
the W. P. A. C.
Call them what you will, they
tendance on the Oxford County Conven- past.
Mrs. L. C. Bates, Mrs. Martha E. teresting programme dainty refreshon all around us as the days and
Paris, Maine, May 20,1907·
tion of the W. C. T. U., returning home going
ments were served.
S.
Rev.
I.
Miss
Cora
and
Young,
the years go by. Nothing looked as it
Young
Mrs. Grace Gould and Mr. Panning Thursday afternoon. While at South
Macduff, Mrs. S. T. White, Miss Delia H.
looked
except
through youthful eyes,
and Mra. John Paris they were the guests of Dr. C. L.
Lane, Mrs. David Emmons, Mrs. A. I). Burbank of Portland, Mr.
perhaps the old wood road leading
of Buck and wife.
Coburn, Mrs. Roscoe Tnell, and Mrs. H. Wilson and Mr. Oilman Chapman
down.
Trees two feet through that had
Mrs. Abby L. Keene of Boston is
the
R. Tuell attended the county W. C. T. U. Berlin came to Bethel to attend
not broken ground fifty years ago. One
her brother, J. A. Rawson.
OF
visiting
of
J.
B.
Mr·.
funeral
last
week.
Chapman.
convention at Norway
that J. P. measured showed a depth
Charles J. Nash of Lewiston was in pine
The parishioner· of Kev. A. D. Coleon
Two bulldogs belonging to P. J. Miles
of 3 feet that was a baby pine perhaps
town on business Tuesday.
and Ed Jackson went for a hunt last hung a unique Maybasket at his door
when we were baby boys together.
Mrs. J. A. Rawson had the misfortune
a large quanThat forty-acre woodlot would make
week, and found game which resulted which was filled with
be last Tuesday to badly sprain her ankle,
will
which
of
came
long
tity
things
them.
good
for
They
unfortunately
Foster's mouth water and fill Mm with a
as which makes her quite a cripple for the
home with their beads, shoulders and remembered by the pastor and family
— IN
desire to slash it down. Doubtless there
time being.
mouths so filled with hedgehog quills a substantial recognition of the esteem
is more money value in it tban in cultihis
in
of
is
short
M.
Ε.
Atwood
help
that they had to be shot to put an end to of his parish.
are
constituted
as
we
Still
acres.
vated
The Chapmtn concert Saturday even- block factory. Two or three competent
their misery.
it is up to us to have a few acres that we
the music loving people an op- men can here secure a permanent job.
a hoe," being that we
George Young, who for a while has ing gave
has several xecond-hand can "tickle with
Thomes
R.
C.
alwho
have
artists
to
bear
has
been working at South Paris,
again portunity
our three meals a day aod our
he would like to dispose of at must have
LADIES' PAT. OXFORDS,
won
in
their
laurels
carriages
the
for
profession.
is
ready
and
returned here
working
smoke between meals.
The Bethel festival chorus under direc- a reasonable price. One a two-seated
$3.50, 300, 2 75» 2.50, 2/0,
Paris Manufacturing Co.
the tramp was as gond as a serWell,
covered carriage.
Mrs. Mary Locke Gerrish and her hus- tion of Prof. Wm. K. Chapman was
mon to us with the benediction thrown
1.50.
is
in
Caribou
of
town,
W. C. Spaulding
band's mother, Mrs. Oerrish, from Lis- assisted by the Chapman Concert Comin. Tou needn't say anything about it,
which has met with such unbound- the guest of his brother, Benjamin
GUN METAL OX·
Locke.
Mrs.
LADIES'
pany,
are
visiting
its
about
bon,
for I feel a little delicate
getting
Mrs. Annie Etimons has recently been ed success wherever it has appeared. Spaulding.
FORDS. $3 00, 2.50, 2.00.
out—but—well—between you and me I
this
in town for a few days lookiDg after her The chorus has done faithful work
was pretty considerably petered out.
East Sumner.
house on Pioneer Street. She has rent- year and with those artiste to assist gave
Nature has been pushing up trees and LADIES' VICI KID OXFORDS,
Mrs.
on
in
Sumner
Died
22d,
has
May
of
finest
concerts
the
Bethel
ed it to Eugone Hammond who has mov- one
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pulling
SteJ.
Thomas
of
Mr.
wife
$3.00, 7.50, 2.00, 1.50, 1.25.
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Memorial Day.

Out of rtspect to the Grand Army of the Republic our
We are glad of the custom as
will close for the day.

Sft "·£>*»·»·

stores

)n

Ladies'

ed into the house.
Mr. W. S. Jackson is moving into the
lower part of his house just vacated by
Mr. Hammond.
W. H. Emery has sold his house and
blacksmith shop on Greenwood Street to
Mr. Bernard Richardson of North Waterford. Mr. Emery is trying to find a
house to buy, and it ie reported he may
purchase the so-called Hanford house on
Pioneer Street.
Lincoln Holmes has moved his livery
business to South Paris. He has taken
down his stable here, and it is said in
tends to move that to South Paris, noi
far from the fair grounds. The lot will
be cleared up by the first of June.
I. F. Emmons recently had a good
hatch of nearly 150 chickens from his
Cyphers incubator.
Rev. Isabellas. Macduff of the Universalist church exchanged pulpits last
Sunday with Rev. J. U. Little of South
Paris. Rev. Mr. Little delivered a fine
memorial sermon at the morning service
to a large and appreciative audience.
He also preached at the evening service.

Mr. and Mrs. Stephens have been
among our best citiz ns and were greatly respected by all that knew them.
For many years they have borne an
active part in church and society, and
the loss will be greatly felt.
Prank L. Barrett is very low and
doubts are expressed as to bis recovery.
Blake Keen is also very feeble.
Capt. L. B. Bisbee is quite feeble ol
late.
It seems to be a time of general failure of health with man; aged people.
The death of Bethuel Cary occurred at
his late residence early Friday morning
and caused little surprise as he had been
in failing health for some time. He waa
a past grand in Nezinscott Lodge of Odd
Fellows of Buckfield and the funeral
Hebron.
services were conducted by that order at
Six of the students, Mr. Jack man, Mr. the Congregational church on Sunday.
Turner, F. S. Armstrong, F. A. Part- He leaves a widow but no children. Age
ridge, Jr., Raymond Bridges and Robert of deceased 54.
Baker went as delegates to the state conNorth Stonehara.
vention of the Y. M. C. A. at Augusta
I. A. Andrews from Stow, who hat
l&8t week
Mr. Will Hibbe spent Sunday with Al- been having lumber sawed here at the
mill to build a house on the ehore ol
ton Hibbs.
Mrs. Joseph Ilibbs is quite sick at the Kezar Lake, has moved into Ina Hilton'i
home of her daughter, Mr·. Bracy Bean. camp near the Lake.
Mr. and Mrs. Lorin McKeen last week
Ellsworth Cushman has gone to East
Hebron to work for Dr. Marshall on the visited their son, Η. B. McKeen.
R. McKeen has sold his farm to Ernes'
old homestead occupied by his mother
Bartlett.
and sister.
Eunice Adams has been to Lovell car
The Ladies1 Circle held a food sale
A little over
ing for her daughter, Mra. Amos Lawler

Memorial Sunday was observed by
union services in the Congregational
church in charge of Brown Post, G A.
R., and the Woman's Relief Corp·. Rev.
A. D. Colson preached the annual serA mixed choir furnished music,
mon.
and the music, appropriate decorations
and stirring address were indeed an inspiration to higher view· of patriotism.
Memorial Day will be observed in
Bethel with appropriate exercises under
direction of Brown Post, G. A. R. and
W. R. C., detachments visiting the
different cemeteries and decorating th&
graves of fallen comrades with special
services. At 7:30 Judge Louis Stearns
of Bangor, a former Bethel boy, will deliver an address in Odoon Hall.

phens.

twenty-eight

Tuesday.

taken.
Henry Sturtevant's youngest eon
Seward is quite sick with pneumonia,
but it is hoped be is now on the gain.
Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Donham are at
home from Massachusetts, where they
spent the winter.
We are always glad to see homes reopened and welcome back old friend·.
Your correspondent last week was
mistaken in saying that Frank Moody
could not swim. Mr. Moody is an expert swimmer but kept to the canoe
fearing cramps in the cold water.
dollars

was

'erpull.

It is all

right.

VESTS.

Mother Gray, s nurse in New York, discovered
an aromatic pleasant herb cure for women's Ills,
called AUSTRALIAN-LEAF. It is the only
certain monthly regulator. Cures female weaknesses and Backache, Kidney, Bladder ami Urinary troubles. At all Druggists or by mall SOcts.
Sample FBEE. Address, Tbe Mother Gray Co.,
Le Boy, Ν. Y.
Ask for

powder

Allen's Foot-Ease.

for swollen, tired, hot, smarting feet.
Sample sent FREE, also Free Sample of Foor·
Easb Sanitary Corn-Pao, a new Invention.
Address, Allen S. Olmsted, Lc Roy, Ν. Y.
A

THE MASK OF HEALTH.
FEW PEOPLE ABE KEALI.Y AS WELL AS
THEY LOOK.

Jewell

j.an.i bor«ljre for 1-4 mile
an.1 perchι. Τ
with base,
>
view of lake from home,juaewi
ajrc, 10 lu puéiure tixi

plckerj-1

0.°Γ··0 ■'!»

&",»'·
»'!J
tngton,

Jo«n

Me.

of P. WÎWto

Made either with single strap
harness

W. C. T. U. County Convention.
Under bright skies the Oxford Count]
VV. C. T. U. held the annual convention
in Norway, May 22 and 23.
The Universalist church, where th< >
convention was held, had been decorated
with plants and cut flowers, and with eases.
They strengthen the digestive
the county banners hung upon the wall· organs so that in a few days the stomand draped around the picture of Francei i ach is in such shape that it takes care
itself of all the food that is eaten withWillard, presented a pleasing interior.
The meeting opened with a devotiona out nain or distress.
ι—ι ι— m—
F. A. Shurtleff & Co. give an absolute
At its close the president's gavel fell unqualified guarantee that your money
the
convention formally will be refunded unless Mi-o-na cures.
and announced
ΓΝΟΓΙΠ DUCKTIclQ.
opened for business. The delegate! They take the whole risk and the remHeald Bros, bave finished sawing lum- were cordially welcomed by Mrs. Leont edy will not cost you a penny unless it
Tubbs, president of Norway Union cures you.
ber.
responded to by Mrs. Kvs
Joseph St. Laurent who has been This wasofably
Paris. After the ap
working for Heald Bros, has gone to Ordway ofSouth
Wanted.
committees, the president
pointaient
work for Lewis Gautier.
Λ woman to do family cooking at
MrR. Alfare'ta Besaey and Mrs. Jule gave her address, which was an earnest
to the workers, review
the State School for Boys. Must be
Mayhew both fell while cleaning bouse, helpful message
and both were badly but not seriously ing the past year and making sugges of
high moral character. Good recome.
to
for
the
tions
year
bu rt.
ferences
Rev
was
offered
required. For further parNoontide
by
prayer
Lillis Pulsifer and son Kenneth have
ticulars address,
been visiting her mother, Mrs. A. S. Isabella S. Macduff.
Dinner was served in the church din
E. P. WENTWORTH,
Bessev.
Oxford aod New Century Pomona are ing room and proved a pleasant social 22-24
Portland, Maine.
both to meet with Mountain Grange hour. After dinner came the executive
the afternoor
followed by
meeting
4th.
Jupe
Althea Stetson has been on the sick session. Prayer by Mrs. Gertrude Ste
Rev. Isabella S. Macdufl
vcns Leavitt.
liât and unable to attend school.
For Bale
Lewis Gautier with 8 or 10 of his men gave a forceful address comparing tb<
has moved to East Buckfield, where he conditions existing under license and
In
Paris
and
did
understand
she
This
vicinity. Inquire of
has a largo job of pulp wood to peel this prohibition.
iwrly, having lived under both laws
summer.
W. O. FROTHINGHAM,
A. F. Mason has commenced to buy With the workers she left this message
South Paris, Maine.
"Keep sweet, and don't forget to pray."
wool again this summer.
One of the interesting features of the
PnOBATE NOTICES.
Greenwood.
afternoon was the attendance of the

school children, who, accompanied bj

and superintendent ol
schools, filled the church. With Misf
Iva McArdle as director the inspiring
songs proved that faithful work was being done for the children. Rev. Alfreds
Brewster of Portland addressed the
school. The older ones as well as the
children were interested, and the convention was grateful for the interest
and effort manifested by the teacher*
the

teachers

and scholars.
The reports of the local presidents and
of departments showed
for encouragement, and

superintendents
much

cause

proved that earnest, consecrated work

vested.
A string of trout was brought in re- bad been done in many departments.
The evening's address was given by
cently, the largest weighing three and
Stevens Leavitt of Stroudone-quarter pounds. Heport says others Mrs. Gertrude
have been caught weighing a trifle more. water. She reviewed tbe past and told
Mrs. Bessie (Whitman) Ring and Mre. that beautiful story, so dear to the hearta
bucretia (Cole) Swan are on the sick of white ribbon workers, the beginning
of the crusade work at Hillsboro, 0.,
list and under the care of physicians.
Lying before us on tbe table is Malte- tracing its growth up and into the
Rrun's Geography, beariog the date of Woman's Christian Temperance Union
1836, and on page 248 we And this brief of to-day, encircling the globe.
After the devotional exercises Thursmention of that celebrated missionary,
day morning, business occupied the atRev. Adoniram Judson:
"It was during the above mentioned tention of the members of the convenwar that Mr.
Judson, an American tion. Election of officers was made, and
has served tbe
missionary, was imprisoned at Ava, the able president who
where he suffered the greatest distress. county so faithfully for four years was

unanimously

re-elected.
President—Mrs. E. A. Q.

alleviated by the affectionate
courage of bis wife, whose devotion to
amid
the cause of piety and
the greatest dangers and trial·, affords
one of tbe most interesting narratives
This

was

humanity,'

ever

Brown deli.

8tlikney, Kset

Vice-Presldent-at- Large—Mrs. Anna W. White,
Parti.
Corresponding 8ecreUry—Mr·. Emms Woodbury Chandler, Bethel
Recording Secretary—Mr·. Olive M M mod,
West

published."

We well remember bearing father read Bethel.
Treasurer— Mrs. Nellie F. Farnum, South
that sketch and give some information
in connection with it, and ever since that Paris.
The programme called for the usual
time we have been much interested in
everything pertaining to that devoted memorial service, but the ranks had remained unbroken and a praise service
family.
Mrs. Stickney paid
was substituted.
a tender tribute to the memory of ExEast Bethel.
who bas recently been
"The robin is singing his sweetest." Governor Perham,
to the higher life.
Mr. Porter Parwell visited Lewlston promoted
Tbe convention of 1Θ07 adjourned at
the 18th on business.
3 o'clock and has become history upon
Mr. Eugene Bean is attending court at
the county records, but tbe inspiration,
Rumford Falls as juryman.
and social intercourse will remain
Mr. Ζ. W. Bartlett has been confined help
a loving memory and give new courage
to the house by a severe attack of the
for the work of the coming year.
grippe.
Susie E. Chapman,
Mr. F. B. Howe is building a bouse
South Paris.
for Mr. T. Woodsum at Locke's Mills.
Mrs. S. E. Rich of Berlin, Ν. H., visitMY BEST FRIEND.
ed her sisters here last week.
Alexander Benton, who lives on Rural
Mrs. F. B. Howe and Mrs. M. E. Bartlett visited friends at South Paris last Route 1, Fort Edward, Ν. Y., says: ,lDr.
King's New Discovery is my best earthly
friend. It cured me of asthma six yean
Mrs. Η. E. Bartlett vifcited her

daugh-

ter, Miss Amy Bartlett, at Rumford ago. It has also performed a wonderful
Falls, last week and attended the Chap- enre of Incipient consumption for my
eon's wife. The first bottle ended the
man concert.

terrible cough, and this accomplished,
the other symptoms left one by one,
until she waa perfectly well. Dr. King's
New Discovery's power over coughs and
colds is simply marvelous." No other
remedy baa ever equaled it. Fully guaranteed by F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co., druggists. 60 cents and 11.00. Trial bottle
free.

Mason.

Fred Chapman of Bethel was in town
this week.
Frank Willard of Waterford was in
town the past week and went fishing.
Elden Mills made his parents a visit of
a day or two the past week.
Fred Clark of Bolster's Mills was in
town
DON'T PAY ALIMONY
J. M. Phllbrook was in town Tuesday.
It is so ooldbnt little farming has been to be divorced from your appendix.
There will be no occasion for it if you
done yet.
Will Cbadboarne of Waterford was in keep your bowels regular with Dr.
town one day this week looking after King's New Life Pilla.. Their aotlon ia
so gentle that the appendix never baa
timber land.
Mills A Rolfe have got their new mill cause to make the least complaint.

Monday.

j

started up and

η ess.

are now

ready
j

forbuai· Guaranteed by F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
oents. Try them.

25

and Farm

Property

To All persons Interested In either of the Estate·
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, held at Parle, In and
for the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday of
May, In the year of our Lord one thousand
nine hundred aud seven. The following matter
having been presented Jot the action thereupon
hereinafter Indicated, It la hereby Orokkki>:
That notice thereof be given to all persons Interested, by causing a copy of thla order to be
Oxpublished three aweeks successively In attheSouth
ford Democrat,
newspaper published
Paris, In said County, that they may appear at a
Probate Court to be held at said Paris, on the
third Tuesday of June, ▲. D. 1907, at 9
of the clock In the forenoon, and be heard there
on If they see cause.

REUBEN D. RAND, late of Greenwood, deceased; will and petition for probate thereof
by Eben E. Rand, the executor thered named.

f«resented

L. KIMBALL STONE, late of Parts, deceased ;
will and petition for probate thereof presented
by Emily M. Stone, the executrix therein named.

EUGENE WADS WORTH, late of Hiram, deceased; will and petition foe probate thereof
presented by Walter B. Twite bell, the oxecutor

therein named.

8UMNER 8E8SIONS, late of Woodstock, de
ceased; petition that Leonard S. Sessions or some
as adminisother suitable person be
trator of the estate of said deceased presented
heirs
Leonard
S.
one
of
the
Sessions,
by

appointed

NEWELL (.OOK, late of Paris, deceased:
for an allowance out of the personal
presented by Emily M. Cook, widow.

petition

estate

ZINA Ε. 8TONE, late of Boston, In the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, deceased; peti-

tion that Benton L. Swift of Paris be appointed
trustee In place of Luther K. Stone, (fece^sed,
resented by Emily M. Stone, executrix of the
Let will of said Luther K. Stone.

£

LEVI P. YORK, lite of Hebron, deceased:
will and petition for probate thereof presented
by A. K. P. Knowlion, the executor therein
named.

published three

3

1-2

These

price

while

they

las*.

JAMES N. FAVOR, IMtfSSir»
Θ1 Main

Norway. Maine.

St.,

NOTICE.

REMOVAL

NEW STUDIO ON PEERING STREET
A FEW STEPS FROM MAIN.

F.r»

|

Wbicli has Wen tilted up and enlarged so aa to be more attractive and convenient for customers, and which enables me to do Better Work, and More
Promptly than heretofore. Call and look the room» over and eue «ample·, of the
Along with my regular work. I do Devel opin^ iod
Latest Styles in Photos.
Free Use of Dark Kooœ (or
Finishing for amateur», and do it as it should be.
those who wish to do their own work.

W. Xj. MSRRIZjIj, Norway, Mo.

-

The f0u0w-

weeks

fafBSftSMHwS'M
Probate Court to be

at South

hel

S3 TXVÛvii
they

see cause.

m

No trouble to show you

U.I «"«» «
at 9 of the

Λ M OS Κ. MASON, at· of Totter, .lecea ed;
pet tlon ror license to sen ann convey rcii eniaie
an· I tlrrt account for allowance presented by

our

Mary 3. Mason, administratrix.

Hats.

vited to

JAMBS M. LIBBY, lateo' Hiram, deceased;
first and llnal account presented for allowance
by Fred 9. Llbby, admlnUtrator.

MRS.

MELVIN POUGLASS, late of Porter, dece»«ed; first and final account presented for allowance by Josephine Douglas*, administratrix.
FRANK P. GOODWIN, late of Hiram, decensed; first and final account presented for allowance by Ellia M. Goodwin, administratrix.

All

our

are

in-

store.

HOWE,

E. A.

South Paris, Maine.

Al>DISON E. HERRICK, Judge of said Court.
A true copy—attest :
A LBKKT D. PARK, Register.

HILLS,
Jeweler and Graduate

Optloian.

Our Men's

$1.00

NORWAY. MAINE.

Straw Hats
the best that
sold for the price.

Other grades

ATTENTION!

.Poultry Raisers!
We have just received a consignment
of PURINA POULTRY FEEDS. Call
and examine them.

PURINA

POULTRY FEEDS
are a mixture of overa dozen varieties
of grains and seeds. They contain
absolutely no grit whicn makes
weight. They contain absolutely no
burnt nor smutty wheat. Your chickens will thrive upon this feed—it's no
experiment, but a practical feed for
practical poultry raisers. Come in
and ask for a sample of it.
FOR SALE BY

Men's

of

Straws at 50c., 75c., and up
to $2.00.

A nice assortment of boys'

yacht and soft straws from
15c. to 50c.

boys Crash and Cîolf Caps, light anil airy,
everything in summer headgear at the lowest
prices possible for goods of equal style and quality.
Men's and

in fact most

J.

G.B.Gummiiigs&Soiis,
raiser of poultry and
up in checkerboard
bags. A hen fed Purina Poultry
Feeds will lay more eggs than when
fed otherwise.

be

can

are

F. PLUMMER,

Furnisher,

31 Market Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.

Telephone 106-3.

thrifty

Be a
ADDISON E. HERRICR, Judge of said Court.
copy—Attest :
use the feed
ALBERT D. PARK, Register.

A true

NOTICE.

The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
has been duly appointed administrator with
the will annexed of the estate of
ANN J. SHURTLErF, late of Paris,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
Ail person* having
bonds as the law directs.
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.

Bankrupt's

In the ma'ter of

put

Petition for

Discharge.

)

CLEOPHAS GAGNE,
{In Bankruptcy.
Bankrupt. J
Γο the Hun. Clarence Hale, Judge of the District Court of the United States for the District
of Maine :
WALTER L. GRAY.
May lilt, 1«>7.
GAGNE, of Rumford, In the
NOTICE.
County of Oxford, and 8tate of Maine,
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he lu aald District, respectfully represents, that
ha· been duly appointed administrator of the 3n the 20th day of February, last part, be was
duly adjudged bankrupt, under the Acts of
estate of
BENJAMIN W. NEVER8. late of Paria,
L'ongress relating to Bankruptcy; that be lias
In the County of Oxford, deceaaed, and given July surrendered all his property and rights of
bonda as the law directs. AU person· having property, and nas fully complied with all the
demand· against the estate of said deceaaed requirements of said Acts and of the orders of
Court touching his bankruptcy.
axe desired to present the same for settlement,
Wherefore he prays, That he may be deand all indebted thereto are requested to/nake
:reed by the Court to lure a full discharge from
pavaient Immediately·
ill
debts provable against his estate under said
NEVER8.
ROSWELL
B.
1907.
Slat,
Hay
bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as are exNOTICE.
septed by law from such dischargebated this 9th day of Mar, A. D. 1907.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that she
CLEOPHAS GAGNE, Bankrupt.
has been duly appointed executrix of the last
ORDER OF If ΟΤΙ CE THKBBOM.
will and testament of
HIRAM O. HUXKORD, late of Norway,
District or Maine, ss.
In the County of Oxford, deceased. AU persona
On this llth day of May, A. D. 1907, on readhaving demands agalnat the estate of aald deIt Is—
ing the foregoing petition,
cease)· are desired lo present the same for settleOrdered by the Court, That a hearing be had
ment, and all Indebted thereto are requested to
ipon the same on the SUt day of May. A. D.
make payment Immediately.
w)7, before said Court at Portland, In said DisADELAIDE M. HUXFORD.
îlot, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and that
May 31st, 1907.
loUce thereof be published la the Oxford Dem·
la aald District, and
! >crat, a newspaper printedand
NOTICE.
other persons In
hat all known creditors,
This Is to notify all persona that from this day
nterest, may appear at the said time and place, I
I give my son, Prescott E. Pratt, his time to act. mil show cause, If any they have, why the prayand manage for hlmaelf, and I shall ne'tber >r of said petitioner should not be granted.
claim any of hla wagea nor pay any of hla bills j And It Is further ordered by the Court, That
hereafter.
.he Clerk shall send by mall to all known crediSouth Paris, May 34,1907.
tors copies of said petition and this order, adMRS. FRANK Α. Ρ it ATT.
33-34
tressed to tbem at their places of residence aa
killed.
Witness the Uon. clabknck Hals, Judge
if the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Pott-1
and, In .aid District, on the llth day of May,1
Four weeks old
i. D. 1907.
"|
17.
JAMES B. HEWBY, Clerk. I
fL. ·.]
L.

CLEOPHAS

Pigs for Sale.

aotf

1-8 inc!· trace.

before the last advance in harness

and will be sold at this

Supt.

When speaking of snow and cold
weather in our last, we little thought
the same subject would come up again
for notice a week hence, but so it is,
and that shows us how little is known of
the future. Tuesday and Wednesday
mornings both came in with snow
squalls, and Thursday morning the
ground waR again white with frost, and
it is thought the strawberry crop must
be much damaged if not ruined, as it has
been several seaRons in the past.
Grass is looking well, and should
sufficient moisture in tbe
there be
future a good crop of hay will be har-

bought

1

CAU8K AND BKMEDY.

Many people in Paris, both men and
women, who believe themselves to be
in perfect health, are often in the greatest danger.
The most common cause of ill health
is indigestion, with a myriad of symptoms such as headache, sleeplessness,,
specks before the eyes, pains in the back
and side, distress after eating, etc.
In the last few years tbe success of
physicians everywhere with Mi-o-na
stomach tablets has made them known
far and wide as the acknowledged specific for the treatment of stomach dis-

Village

were

folded bodies.'

or

of

fe.
mSHk
ρ*
M »y. Inttae jr

Single Harness

Nickel Trimmed

a

inch half track saddle and

stocked

PROBATE SOTICES.
To all persons Interested tn either of the estate·
hereinafter named :
Rnmford, In
'lay

$10.50 ^

Vppt timber;

«λ

*■"
tcenth

Buys

Norway.

(2 Stores,)

Paris,

I AM NOW IN MV

35 ACRES $1,000.

pretty

Looking for Warm

F. H. NOYES CO.

Frothingham,
on

Here and

Would it not be well to come in now and select your hat?
You are liable to need it at a moment's notice. We have
from our complete
your s:ze now and besides you can select
stock.

2.c°·

South Paris.

W. 0.

are

Weather.

Oxfordsl

Her· Is Belief for Women.

"OUB-PIE."

want to

Furnishings.

[)ur Straw Hats

—

Agent for Arrowsmith Arch Supports.

we

SHIRTS, NECKWEAR, FANCY HOSIERY,
BELTS, HATS, CAPS, UNDERWEAR, FANCY

NEW

J

Those Delicious Lemon Pies
Tbe kind that "make your mouth water" are
ma'lo
with no fussing and at least possible
easily
expense If you use "OUB-PIE" Preparation.
Don't hesitate. Try it and tell your friends. At
Everybody la pleased with
grocers, 10 cents.

Usually Need Something New
Replenish Your Wardrobe.

Save Just Received Lots of New

RUSSET OXFORDS,

$350,3·°°,

by

evening.

LEATHERSI South

Fred R. Dyer, Esq., will deliver the LADIES'
address Memorial Day.

should be observed

remind you that in case you
do not have an opportunity during the week to do your
shopping, our South Pat is store will be open Wednesday

—

ALL

day

this

You

Least you forget

Complete Line
—

Holidays
to

ÏÏtaîdS

Parla,JMaine,

holidays

we believe that of all
all the nation.

î:-^aS

About ooe-half of the voters came out
the special town meeting Tuesday.
H. C. Berry was chosen moderator. The
three articles in the warrant were disposed of as follows: Voted to build a
uew road across the land of Geo. W.
Davis at South Woodstock; voted to
build the school house in the Perkins
as
district according to the vote taken at
A Michigan farmer dropped dead
the result of "laughing immoderately" the March meeting, and voted to raise
comic
sup- $250 to assist in the purchase of tire apat some of the pictures in the
plement of a Sunday paper. Michigan paratus for the village.
harm
no
do
will
it
so
H. Price Webber will be at the Opera
is fax enough away
to remark that a man who could laugh House May 29,
presenting "the new
Oxford.
immoderately at that form of humor comedy drama "Western Life
Thomas Baker, a former resident of
didn't have intellect enough to make his
Eugene Cole has delivered 200 tons of
death a great loss to the world.
coal amoug his customers the past week. Oxford, died at Portland after a brief
He
Geo. Q. Perbam has taken down one illness on May 18, aged 72 years.
With the l'>th of May a new express of his barns and is now putting in the leaves a widow and a sister, Miss Rebecca Baker, of Passumpeic, Vermont.
tariff went into effect, and the minimum foundation for the new one.
Mrs. H. C. Davis is at the Lewieton He was brought to Oxford for burial on
charge for carrying a small package is
now twenty-tive cents instead of fifteen hospital.
Wednesday and his funeral was held at
Walter Gordon and John A. Titus the Congregationalist church, Rev. Mr.
as before.
Apparently the express companies desire to promote the parcels were in Auburu Saturday, attending the Newport officiating. There was a pro
fusion of beautiful flowers sent by
post which has been so much agitated. shoot of the Auburn Gun Club.
The telegraph toll has also gone up from
Lewie Day is painting the interior of friends. Mrs. Baker, Miss Baker, Mr.
twenty-tive to thirty cents, and that J.M.Day's house. The car peut ere are Proctor, Mr. Cousins, Mr. and Mrs. Denning, Mr. and Mrs. Hall came from Portbrings the day of either government I nearly through there.
James Armstrong was in town Thurs- land and other towus. Many of his old
ownership or regulation of telegraphs a
little nearer.
day on his way to Portland, where he is friends were present and sympathized
to take a course in an automobile school. deeply with the bereaved widow and sis»uv
kJVUiC VA
Henry Berry is making extensive re- ter. Mr. Baker was prominent in all
in the world of invention are au un- pairs on his house. C. F. Farrar, Eu- public improvements, deeply interested
breakable phonograph record, a perfect gene Haynes, and Azel B. Bryant, are in musical and social affairs and active
in temperance work.
smoke-consuming device for burning doing the work.
Uiao \fo«*o
llnlmua
Hancrhtpr nf tliA
soft coal, and a process of spinning wood
Tho Kinsmans have arrived from Confibre so as to make a fabric equal to cot- necticut and will occupy their cottage at late John Unîmes of East Oxford, died
in Cambridge, Mass at the home of her
ton for many purposes, and incredibly Birchmere.
M. M. Hathaway is paiuting Clarence nephew, Àrthur U. Morse, professor in
cheap. One would almost think that
Harvard College, on May 7, aged 6i>
some of our
great inventive geniuaee Perham's residence.
would turn his attentioo to devising a
A carload of cans arrived this week years. Miss Holmes was educated at
Gorbam Seminary and for many years
shaving brush that doesn't shed bristles. for the corn factory.
L. W. Blodgett is visiting at North was a teacher in Portland schools. She
State Total Abstinence Society.
leaves two sisters, Mrs. Morse of CamStratford, Ν. H.
The new temperance society for which
Albert Kuss has his new house nearly bridge and Mrs. Puller of Oxford. She
Editor
next
had a fine mind, was possessed of many
the agitation has been headed by
closed in. He will move his goods
W. K. Pattan^all of the Waterville Senti- week to it from the widow Cole rent.
sterling qualities, and her amiable disnel, held its preliminary meeting in
position caused her to be much beloved
West Sumner.
Portland Wednesday afternoon. An inby a large circle of friends. She was
teresting session was held, but au organafternoon ω Mrs. Walter one of the trustees of the free public
Weduesday
ization was not completed. as it was im- Chandler was driving home frum the library at Oxford called the Kreeland
posait'.) to arrange all details in so short village with her little niece, Myrtle Holmes Library in memory of her uncle,
who at his
a
time. A committee on organization Robinson, in her
lap, and M. C. Bar- the late Freeland Holmes,
was chosen, which will meet at Bruns· rows' two little girls, Aunie and Bertha, death left mouey to found a library for
wick June 1st, and the meeting for per- on the seat beside her, tbe home took the benefit of the town.
Mrs. Phebe Thomas of Upton is
fecting an organization will be at the fright at three bags of grain lying in the
Edcall of this committee.
road and became unmanageable. The visiting her si tter, Mrs. Elbridge
The metrfbers of this committee are: horse instantly turned around and in so wards.
Mrs. Stevens, wife of Dr. Orin Stevens,
W. K. Pat tan null of Waterville, George doing one forward wheel was entirely
W. Norton of Portland, Frank L. Ding- demolished and the hind one on tbe is suffering from a broken leg and other
ley of Lewiston, Ε. H. Gleason of same side broken and twisted out of injuries caused by an automobile acciMexico, L. L. Walton of Skowbegan, A. shape. Mrs. Chandler had great pres- dent.
Rev. Chaa. Harbutt of Portland, secre'Γ. Laughlin of Portland, and Luther H. ence of mind and succeeded in keeping
the
Moore of Saco.
tbe children in the carriage until the tary of missionary society, occupied
of the Congregationalist church
The pledge adopted and signed by horse
was
pulpit
a
distance
run
short
having
an earnest
Mr. Harbutt is
those present reads: "We pledge ouragain under control. Wm. Crockett, Sunday.
«elves to do all in our power by personal who was at w ork near by, hearing tbe speaker and presented his subject in a
example and intlueuce to promote the outcries of the children, came to her manner to awaken the interest of all who
cause of temperance and total abstinence assistance.
Fortunately they all escap- listened to him. of
Elihu Gilbert
from the use of intoxicating liquors."
Boston, a former rosied unharmed. C. L. Dunham, who was
About thirty men of prominence in hauling grain from Bucktield, had drop- dent, visited friends here.
Stella Walker of Portland is visiting
various parts of the state participated in
ped the bags of grain. Dunham says relatives here.
the meeting.
be will pay all damages.
Weston Dunn has sold his farm to
School began here Tuesday taught by
Eugene Wad s worth.
James Hacy.
Helen Howe of Minot.
Mr. Eagene Wadsworth, son of the
Charles Burapus has moved into the
Antipas Bisbee has rented his farm to
lite Capt. Samuel and Mrs. Jane I. Wm. Hammond and is boarding with place.
Mr. Bowser has moved into the M. E.
Wadsworth, died in Hiram May 13th, of Mr. Hammond.
onsumption, aged 59 years, 8 months,
Mr. aud Mrs. F. L Wyman spent three parsonage.
Rev. J. H. Little of Paris will deliver
.1 days. He was ever a man of pure weeks with Mrs. K. U.
%
Kyerson.
morals, truthful and honest in all his
Memorial exercises were held by the the address on Memorial Day.
dealings, also a good citizen, a kind hus- W. K. Corps Saturday afternoon for the
band and a faithful friend. He was for lat»» Mrs. Theresa F. Brown, who w?»s
Brownfleld.
liiauy years ouo of our most industrious, chaplain of the' Corps. Mrs. H. S.
The Ladies' Congregational Sewing
thrifty and prosperous farmers, but Robertson has been installed chaplain.
Circle this week was entertained by Rev.
some three years ago failing health reSundav Mr. and Mrs. Adney Tuell of Dr. and Mrs. Tarr at the parsonage. The
of
farm
ancestral
him
to
the
sell
quired
North Paris took dinner with Mr. and bouse was crowded to overflowing. A
some five hundred acres, and he retired Mrs. James Tuell.
Kumptuous supper was served to one
to Uiram village and bought the resiClinton Bisbee, who is employed in an hundred persons.
After supper the
dence long owned by Hon. Xopb B. Hub- office at
Lewiston, is spending his vaca- crowd was entertained with music by
bard. He was a Democrat in politics. tion with his father,
Sylvester Bisbec, Dr. Tarr and Mies Gatchell, also readings
attended the who boards at John Heald's.
Kev. Hervey H. Hoyt
by the doctor.
funeral services on Thursday at the
of
L. P. Merrill, forThe mauy friends
E. L. Prink of Portland spent Tuesday
ITniversalist church, with his usual seof
Rumford
now
of
this
place,
merly
at his old home at J. L. Frink's.
lection of hopeful, judiciouN and com- Falls, will
in
he
is
hear
that
to
regret
Snow storm
Awful cold weather.
It being stormy,
forting thoughts.
very poor health.
Monday last.
Greenleaf Lodge, P. and A. M., of
Friday Dr. Haskell of Lewiston was
But little planting is being done on acGornisb, of which he was a member, here and assisted Dr. E. J. Marston in count of the cold weather.
with members of other neighboring the treatment of the little son of Carl
Mr. Ε. B. Bean is in very poor health.
lodges, rendered Masonic honors at the Dunham who has a lame knee.
church. "Farewell, our Brother."
Saturday night Charley Rversnn had a
Rev.
First Congregational church,
Llewellyn A. Wadsworth.
very beautiful Maybasket hung for him.
where did It come from? James J. G. Tarr, Ph. D., minister. SunWhy,
Charley,
Karl.
2d at 10:45,
Rev. E. O. Taylor and son spent Sun- day morning service, on June
"
The flower fadeth."
when the pastor will preach on "Standday night with Mr. and Mrs. Moses Dow.
Karl, son of Eli C. and Mabel L. WadsArthur Moore of Brockton, Mass., is ing iu the Right Place." Sunday School
worth, died at Mountain View Farm, spending his vacation with his foster at 12 m. At 7:30 in the evening, Mrs.
Deborah Knox Livingston will deliver
Hiram, May li'th, aged S months, β days, parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Bisbee.
the
το Mr wira in hkavkn.
The S. B. R. Club was entertained by au addretts under the auspices of
W.
C. T. U. Mrs. Livingston is a very
Util you meet our little grandchild.
Mrs. Geo. Clark Thursday afternoon.
An hi* lamp of I'fe burned low.
A silver collection
Alice Cary was tbe poet. Current interesting speaker.
And he crept out In the xbadows.
will be taken after the lecture. All are
And knew not where to go?
events, Mrs. Amanda Bisbee. Tbe next
cordially invited.
meeting will be in June.
A* he gazed on endlest morning.
On Wednesday evening a very large
Mr. and Mrs Wm. Cushman held are·
With dark and lustrous eye.
Did you King htm a »ong of Heaven,
in the vestry Thursday evening. company gathered at the home of Dr.
cepiion
As he mltaed hie lullaby?
the supper servThe occasion was the fifth anniversary and Mrs. Tarr to enjoy
ed under the auspices of the Ladle·' CirA* you preaeed your fond crnste*
of their marriage.
<>n hi· brow to sweet and fair,
short entertainment was given,
Capt. Bncknam of Mechanic Falls will cle. A
DM you dnd the kl·» I sent you.
deliver the Memorial Day address at this consisting of readings, and 'cello solo· by
'Neath hi·» lo.-ks of tunny hair?
Miss Georgia Gatchell, acplace. There will be a dinner in tbe Dr. Tarr,
<), the days are tad and dreary,
A· I iule· hit pleaaant smile.
vestry for the I». A. R. and their friends. companist.
Mr.
Rev.
Harrington, of the Free BapAnd the burden of Borrow weary.
But only a little while.
tist church, preached hi· farewell serDenmark.
We are very «orry to
mon last Sunday.
But another harp makes music
The road commissioner has begun to have Brother
In the mansion-· over there.
Harrington leave us, and
in
this
section.
roads
tbe
Trilled bv the dimpled Anger*
repair
we feel that this town will suffer a great
That played with my tllver hair.
Mr. Leonard Blake, while working on loe·
Llkwklltn a. Wauswokth.
by his resignation.
the logs, drove a pick pole point through
wound.
a
bis
foot,
making
painful
It really looks as if Bar Harbor's pro-1
East Brownfleld.
with a gang of men
posed new electric road were to be built is Mr. John Ames and
Last week Mrs. E. A. G. Stick ney atdriving a large
busy slipping
in dead earnest. There isn't any doubt
tended the W. C. T. U. convention at
but that when it is built, and if it ia ! amount of logs into the Saco River.
is slowly re- Norway, where'she was re-elected oounbuilt, and all the other contingencies1 Mr. WiUard McKusick
ty president. Mr·. Stiokney reporta intaken into consideration, it will revolu- gaining his health.
Mr. J. X. Smith, who was hurt by a teresting and helpful meetings, with entionize conditions on Mount Desert, and
is couraging words from the superintendIndeed, in all Hancock County. It will bunch of shingles falling upon him,
ent· of the aeveral departments concernundoubtedly be a big thing for the busi- improving slowly.
Mrs. Ezra Davis will sell her property ing their work daring the year.
ness of Bar Harbor because it will bring
Mrs. Kben Round· i· improving.
in the people from the surrounding at auction the 29th.
Herbert Giles of Weston, Mass., spent
towns, and will also tend to make the !
North Paria.
a few days in town recently.
island one vast summer resdrt, with Bar!
Mrs. Eli Whitney has gone to Sebago
Mr. aud Mrs. Charles Edwards and lit·
Harbor as the center. How the cottie Marjory visited at A. D. Andrews' for the summer.
it
stated.
at
Bar
like
is
not
Harbor
tager·
Charles Savory has been visiting bis
recently.
Mrs. Freeman Ellingwood Isqniteslck. daughter, Mrs. L. A. Cole.
The Bath Independent publisher a list
Alice Moore is at F. R. Bradbnry's.
of 42 local committee· which have been
Mrs. Lorana Adams visited at Β. K.
About thirty-five from here attended
appointed to help along the plana for the Dow's recently.
Mrs. Calvin Keen· is viaitingat her the sapper at the parsonage at Brownbig shipping tercentennial in early Aufield Canter last weak.
gust.
loa's, Frank Keeoe's.
to
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JAMES
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CHASE,

Paris Hill.

Greatest

Rug Stock

EVER SHOWN IN

COUNTY
On Wednesday morning

OXFORD

at 9 o'clock

We shall ofl'er for sale

Brussels,

and

128

Wiltons, Kashmir

Rugs

and Art

and Orientals.

Squares,

in

Tapestries,

Prices from $1.00 to $125.00.
CALL AND SEE THEM.

N. Dayton Bolster & Go.,
BO MARKET
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MAiyg;
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Ifct frxford gmaccml

The Delta Alpha· meet this Monday
Misa Sara Swett

SOûTHPAÊÎâ

Kilted by

Address by Qen. Chamberlain.

evening with

J. F. Howland was at Mountain Vie?
Farm for a few days last week.

HAROLD

A LA ROE AUDIENCE IIEAR9 HIS IMPRESS-

TATTLE,

TWELVE YBAB8

F.

OLD,

Η. Ε. Mixer and Jason S. Marr arc
SMOTHKBKD LA8T TUESDAY.
building a piazza lor E. F. Smith on the
■oulh side of bis Bridge Street residence,
office in
Harold Tuttle, the 12-year-old eon ol
ï*8 °PeDed »n
m
and real
Mr. and Mre. Horace D. Tuttle of Uw Abbott Block. Insurance
Whittemore District, Pari·, was kiUedbj estate.
convocation of Oxford Royal
the cave-in of a bank last Tuesday night
Arch Chapter, No. 29, was held at Mathough his body was not found until the sonic
Hall Wednesday evening of this
next morning.
The boys in the Whittemore school week. Work Mark.
The Lome Elwyn Company gave durhad dug out a hole in the aandj oank
near the school house, in which they
Veek «"nevery excellent plays
TL
were in the habit of pl»ying. Thereι was at toe Opera House.
Lejune O. Burt has sold his Oxford
a rather small opening, but back of the
Mrs. Hobbs
entrance they had scooped out a cave so P iieu t0„A,fred Hobbs.
Chas. R.
that two or three of them could squeeze sold her Water Street place to
lult
C. N. Tubbs has greatly improved the
night Harold did not appear
on
after school at the home of his P*™1»·, A. Li. Sanborn 4 Co. store building
which is a short distance west of the Maio Street with a coat of paint.
At the special meeting of Companv D
school house. An older brother of his
st Begt., N. O. S. M., Monday evening,'
was at work with a team at Mr. Lawlieutenant and to
rence's, about a mile and a half from the for the election of first
echool house in the opposite direction, fill vacancies, if any. Capt. J. Waldo
been some talk about Nash presided. Second Lieut. Moses P.
and a« there

IVE STORY ON SUNDAY.

The stores and offices will close ai
usual all day Thursday, Memorial Day.

joi'th fARis rver orne».
7 » a. ». to 7 Λ> r.u.

NORWAY.

Cavt-Ια of Bank.

A.

Thing

The Newest

H.

Corsets.

F. a. imnmrr * co.

IHVBTLHT * CO.

We have received two lots of Corsets
It was the good fortune of Win. K.
The
01 ; Kimball Post, G. A. R., to secure the
Local
East
Oxford
Union
which we bought at a price that enables
amp TIIIVI RAIL WAT.
Christian Endeavor holds its annual con service· of the distinguished hero ol
Commencing Sept. *>, 19W,
▼ention at Rumford Falls June 4 and 5, Little Round Top, Qen. Joshua L.
us to sell at a Great Bargain.
Chamberlain, soldier, statesman and
ΓΚΛίϋ· ΙΛΑΤ* βΟϋΤΗ Ρ AMI·
The Oxford County Sunday School
In Toilet Luxuries ; the nicest thing in Stationery ; the most delito give a Memorial address.
educator,
Lot
1—Made of Batiste, trimmed'with lace,
Association will meet at the Methodisl That Gen. Chamberlain oould not be
an up-to-date corset, with
church in this village Thursday, J une 13, here on Memorial
Ice
and
supporters,
Soda
in
cious
Day, so that the ad; the most
49c.
made to sell for 11.00, our price
Miss Purington, assistant in the higb dress had to be given on Snnday aftercanon·
Cream ; the best in Cameras and
; the purest in Drug· ;
school, was visited on Sunday by her noon, detracted in no respect from its ap30c.
Lot 2—Tape Girdles,
....
or its impressivenese.
; brother, Humphrey Purington, of Me- propriateness
The memorial sermon was given by
chanic Falls.
had
be
can
fair
all
at
as well as many other
;
;
The THOMPSON, C. B. and R. G. are the
Rev. J. W. Chesbro, at the regular foreChurch prayer meeting Wed
K -1*11- μ
The following is the programme foi noon service at the
-■c "ν*
church, and
Baptist
Leaders of all other kinds.
All, not other
ηΐηΛι
7 Î0 o'clock.
They are
e
Mr. lay
the exercises giveu by the pupils of the was attended
S, ^5 are cordially Invited.
by a good delegation of
AT THE PHARMACIES OF
faultless in Pit, Style and Dainty Elegance
Pastoi
Tubbs
school.
Maude
J.
*'v
i?Ychurch.Rev H. A. Clifford.
Newell,
the
veterans.
moralni prayer meeting 10Λ0 a. M. [ teacher:
of Pinish. Each year some Distinct ImÂt 2 o'clock p. m. the address of Gen.
The Clover? Hayloft
Llnwcod Corbett. Chamberlain was given in the
provement. This season's models excelB:ipti*t
Tbq-Rule or Three
Robert Slmw.
and the building, which was all
Thoee feet
Lillian Corbett. churcb,
ling everything that has gone before. We
thrown open, making the largest audiThe VlUi^e School
Harold Shaw
carry a full line of sizes and styles.
evening
Ivan Mc * Meter. ence room in the
RçT j Wallace Cheebro T'e Quiet Man
village, was filled nearHazel Raw-on
Son*. The Pigeon House
K.
Kimball
Jiad
ly to its capacity. Wm.
^
If I Knew
«1.00
Krnest Thurlow
C. Β
$1.00, $1.50.
THOMPSON,
was elected First Lieut, and L
The ΗΚΙ·'ί<ο Treasure,
Mertnn Corbett. Post and the Ladies of the G. A. R. Harold going there, it was supposed that Miles
H. Daugbratv Second Lieut.
Jnet Plain Cat,
Buth Thurlow. escorted Gen. Chamberlain from Hotel be had gone home with the
9
Nash of Maine is at the lakes on a
A number of boys, and no uneasiuess was felt about
Andrews to the church.
a
The Girls of 1776.
He will be gone about
busing trip
visiting comrades from other posts were hini
which time be will
F. A. SHtBTLEFF A CO.
F. A. IHCRTLEPF * CO.
Wednesday morning when the children two weeks, during
'thool at 12 M. Junior ΓηΙοη at 3 »
resent, so that the line showed over
a
Var5°Ue Campe and Placee for
we
TWO
OF
OOoD
PERFORMANCES
THIS
j V 1'.C.l·.at7 r.u.
fty veterans, and nearly as many of the went to school, Harold was not there,
Μβ#<
ladies—a much larger representation of and the Lawrence boys had not seen him business
,ΤΑΓΚΟ MKKTWOe
PLAY BY THE SKNKCA CLUB.
The Oxford County Woman's Christian
8e«Til*i
ν· _parl
the Grand Army men than is usual in since school closed the night before. A
are
Lodge, No.
at
.-venin* on or before fullinoon
brother of Harold then re- Temperance U'iion held its meetings
of thinning ranks.
these
younger
OF THE
days
in this
f> F —Mount Mica I.edge. regular meet
the
A play illustrative of the conditions,
the
toward
with
him
was
the
service
membered
The singing for the
by
going
50c.
wees.—Auron
Other grades in Corsets and Oirdles,
t.'i .rï'l.tv eventne of each
the week. Mrs. E. A. G Stickcustoms ami costumes
in and about Schubert
OF THE
and third Monday evening, I
Quartette, which gave selec- bank after school. Immediate search at during
;
of Brownfield, presided.
in the time of the Revolu- tions
the
earth
that
the
fact
ney,
president,
revealed
Philadelphia
Rev.
Miss
the
cave
to
the
day.
appropriate
No
tion is "The Girls of 1770," which was Macduff of West Paris, Rev. A. K. Bald- had fallen in on the boy and k'^ed h,m· Several of the etate officers of the organΚ !' Mount rieuun Rebekah Lodge.
and fourth Fridays o? eaci
\,
The sessions
the ladies of the Seneca win and Rev. Thomas N. Kewley parpresented
The depth of earth over the boy was ization were present.
by
Hall.
,,Ο Ι.Ι Kellow»·
evening*. ticipated in the openiug service, ami not more than twelve or fifteei' inchee, were very interesting and instructive.
W. K. Kimball Post, So. 145. meet. Club Thursday and
Friday
eact To
The funeral of Arthur F. Hutchins.
i thirl Saturday evening, of
V
put this on and make it correct in all Rev. Mr. Chesbro then, with brief but and if there had been any one with him
who was drowned in the lake near the
its appointments was a task of no small
Ladles of the t; A
eulogistic remarks regarding the career he would in ail probability have been
Indeed, it seems as if he would corn shop Saturday by the overturning
dret vn lttlnl Saturday evening. 0( magnitude, especially as the action of of die speaker, introduced Gen. Cham- rescued.
,,αthe play is such that much of the time berlain, who would, he said, speak on have been able*» throw it off by his own of his canoe, was held at his late home
May 1 to Oct L the
Nor way.
exertions if it Bad not smothered him too on Pleasant Street Tuesday afternoon,
stage is well filled with people, all "The Sabbath before the Surrender."
't un.! third Saturday; during the
DAY OF APRIL, 1907.
AS IT EXISTED ON THE
attended by Rev. S. G. Davis. Mr.
taking active part in the drama.
After contrasting the conditions of the ouickly to give him opportunity.
and
F.
Hutchins was the eon of John
a vast
Weeks of preparation and
day with those of the day of which he I Coroner William J. Wheeler of South
-SkodJ u.l fourth MonJ«y· ol amount of bard work were
required, but was to speak, in an eloquent manner, Paris was summoned, but considered an Sabra Ε. Whitman Hutchins. Born in
Oxford, June 11th, 1880. He has for
w
y —Stony Brook Lodge, So- 1β1( the result justified the labor, as there Gen. Chamberlain explained that he had inquest unnecessary.
M
some time been employed by B. F. SDiny
and fourth Wednesday evening. was no fiaw in the harmony of the pro- selected the
topic as one appropriate to
aud no detail essential to its the occasion, and that he bad brought
ney & Co.
duction,
Men's
Club.
meet,
of
every
SI.
College
Meeting
Lodge. No.
TRUSTEES : N. DAYTON BOLSTER, WILLIAM J. WHEELER,
Hon. Ε. E. Rand, accompanied by his
Hal..
completeness was omitted or neglected. with him a manuscript descriptive of
ay evening at Pythian
The College Meu's Club of Oxford
Carrie F., of Curtis Corner,
JOHN F. PLUMMER, ALBERT W. WALKER, J. HASTINGS
While the plot hinges on the frustra- the events, written by him during the
daughter,
a
at
organized last September
made his Norway friends a visit Tues|..hnCaverly has a good sewing ma- tion of a Loyalist scheme to ruin Wash- summer following the surrender, while Couuty, at
BEAN, S. PORTER STEARNS, GEORGE M. ATWOOD, HENRY
another
held
South Parie,
day while attending Probate Court at
chine vet to be sold.
ington and his army, the human in- he was still in the service and while the meeting and
D.
s
at
Beat
HAMMOND, JAMES S. WRIGHT.
Hotel,
banquet
South Pans. Mr. Rand was formerly a
terest of the play centres in the fortunes events were fresh in his miud.
He meeting
ut snow storm so far, May Slat. Let
Norway, Monday evening of last week. resident of old Oxford and tranacted
1873.
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her
of
Steele
Mistress
Barbara
the
audienco
lively
of
craved the indulgence
one of the season.
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hour was spent in the
us hope it is the last
>
business at Locke's Mills.
friend. Mistress Dolly Darrah, who, dis- for confining himself very closely to the An
and
new
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getting
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has
moved
EastSumof
Merrill
Llatollltless
Wiggin L.
Mr and Mrs. C. S. lleald
guised as British officers, endeavor to manuscript, but he did it lest the Hood
acquainted, and at about half-past eight uew studio on Deering Street. The
D. lark's over
n,r were quests at Albert
1857,364 55
escape to Washington. After various of memories roused by the occasion
Deposit»,
the party sat down to a banquet served
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moved
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adventures they are discovered, but all should
Sunday.
carry him away from his intend- in the dining room. The banquet was sign
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Merrill
profltt
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and
disastrous consequeuces are avoided by ed line of thought.
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visited
Portland
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H rrv E. Maxim
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Frankl.n the timely capture of Trenton by WashSome more than an hour was occupied Beal'h Hotel famous, and was highly
his parents. Mr. and Mrs.
this section of the state.
ington, and the magnanimous action of by the narrative of the events connected
all. The following is the
Maxim, Sunilay.
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with Lee's surrender at Appomattox, menu:
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Next week will mark the close of the
H..we a few days laet week.
required to consider in detail the work in the forefront of the last day's fighting
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Dam, Florence Chimes,
By Chimes,

By Mambrino King,

Bags

The Ε. N. Swett Shoe Company,

I

2.22

Village

tlx©

Terme,

MOUNTAIN

VIEW

PARIS,

FARM,

PIANOS.
The Mehlin,
are

all first class,

Correspondence on topic· of latere** to the ladles

solicited. Address: Alitor ΗΟΜΒΜΑΚΒΒβ'
Colitkm, Oxford Democrat, Sooth Paris, Me
U

Poole, Merrill, Preecott and The Lauter Player Piano,
high grade instruments, and are sold for just as low

Recipe·.

No. 10&—Letter Change·.
Also I have
of the instrument.
BOGS AMD CRUMBS.
money as they can be sold for the quality
In en oh of the fallowing sentences
Prices
hand.
on
stock
For tlx persons take a cup and a half
several medium grade pianos. A large
always
change a letter in the first word requirof aoft, white crumbs, and mix lightly
low, terms easy. Send for catalogue and we will try and interest you in ed, thus making the second word:
with a fork with two tableapoonfnla of
a specified time, making a
1.
Change
melted butter. Put a laver of these in
the best pianos that are on the market.
governor.
the bottom of a good-sized shallow dish,
2. Change Impending, making exalt- and
lay on six eggs; sprinkle with «alt,
ed.
cover with the rest of the crumbs, and
3. Change a vessel In which incense bake till the eggs are set and the crumbs
Billing· BlOOk,
brown.
Is burned, making a critic.
4. Change from to be, making a vegMaine.
SCALLOPED KGGS.
■outh Parla,

W. J*. Wheeler db Co.,

etable.
5. Change dismal, making transpar-

DECORATE.
Weighs 1200 lbs.

Black Stallion, White Ankles Behind, 16 Hands,

Sir«d by Dark Devil, by Mambkino King, "The Handsomest
Horse in the World." Dam Jewel.

a.II to
a i» 1-4
a.ai i-a

Sired by ALMONT, Jr., 1829.
Record 2.26.

Lord Derby
Hattil· to Cl
Lord March
I

St dam

Sister of
De*t»r Prince sire of 58 In
Dam of
Great Expectations....
Sire of
Mike fisher (p)
Fre*l D. King (p)

Elotse
Mlrable
An<i 3S others In

2.2134
2.24 1 4

Sister of

Dexter
Alma
Astoria

2.061-4
2.081-4
_...2.09

Sire of

Guy

2.30

by HAMBLETONIAN

DEXTER

ad dam LADY

2.151-4
2 16 1-4
2.1614

by KENTUCKY PRINCE. 2470-

FEROLINE..

2 09 1-2
2.15
2.161-4
2.30

ιο.

Sire of

Dexter
Nettle

2.17 14
2.28 3-4
2.29 1-2

Orange Girl

A nd 38 others In

2.17 M
2.18
2.20
2.30

PRODUCE OF JEWEL.

1897 b g The Jeweler (sold) by A thanlo.
ch f The Diamond by Rex A roerlcus.
1ΐ?·9 bl c The Decorate by Dare Devil.
1900 Missed.
1901 ch f (dead).
1!W2 Mlsse<l.
1:09 b f The Jolly Girl by the Beau Ideal.

b f Rhinestone (dead) by Maiubrliio King.
big Point Dexter 2.21 1-2 (Bold) by Mambrtno King.
1894 ch f The Brown Pearl by MambHno Klog.
1895 ch g Lord March 2.111-2 by Marabrtno
King.
18Θ6 ch g Diamond King 2.19 1-4 (sold) by Main
brlno King.
Decorate's colts are large, solid color, true gaited, with nice dispositions. His
have
colts three-years-oid this year are the best class and best individuals that I
Decorate will stand for service at the stable of W. J. Wheeler at $25.00
ever seen.
a res
in
to warrant. Mares not proving with foal can be returned free next year;
having bad luck and losing their foal can bo returned free next year. Parties
19-20
losing their mares will have nothing to p:iy.
1Λ>2
l?'ja

Hake three large slices of toast, and
cut into halves; butter them, and slightly moisten with hot water; put them
into the oven on a platter. Put half a
cup of milk into a double boiler, and
when it boils put in two cups of grated
cheese and stir till smooth; then stir in
the yolks of two eggs beaten with half a
teaspoonful of salt and a dash of red
pepper, and as soon as it thickene pour
on the toast and serve at once.

long before he did.

S1KS OF
OrvUl (p)
219 3-4
Wardwell (p)
2 14 14
Architect (p)
2.14 3-4
2.30
Ami 46 others In
AND OF THE DAMS OF
2.05*4
Parsing Belle (ρ)
2 OS 3-4
King Charles Cp)
Moonstone (p)
2.111-2
2 30
And 52 other· In

Bell Hamlin
Wanlwell
Globe

Boil bard six eggs, and cot tbem into
good-sized bits. Butter a baking-dish,
ent.
sprinkle on a layer of soft bread crumbs,
(J. Change a calcareous earth, mak- then put on a layer of eggs with salt,
coin.
a
silver
ing
pepper, and a layer of white sauce. Repeat till the dish is full, with crumbs
fast. Dot with bits of butter, and bake
No. 109.—Mythological Nam··.
We had a fine time out ou the farm. brown.
SIMPLE WELSH BABBIT.
We played with a pole and derrick till
the roj»e broke.
"IK> we need a pan, Dora?" asked
Flo as we started the games. "Yes,"
said I; "an apple pie pnu."
Flo's pupa risked his big ring as a
forfeit an«l said, "1 risk all 1 have."
lie chose Grace to race with him, and
she beat him, but he said it was only
half a test because he let her start so

JEWEL.

DAM OF
LORD MARCH
DIAMOND KINO p)
POINT DEXTER

BICE

(4,)

Ξ

Prince' "Direct""'"world··

1

re0°rJ·

te4nl

Η
Ά

The Countess
11
of
s

byKcho462.

Cblmêibr"lnô"(4)

—

{

I

No. 114.—Combination·.

by

by Imp. Oslrus.

Ketch urn

4th dam La-ly
Dam of La Oscaletta 2 i) :u.
by Warrior.
5th dam Madam Loonier
Dam of Dick Loomer 2:32 1-2, sire of Klastlc Starch 2.24.

of Toilet, dam of Geyser
The CountesA, dam of Chimesbrino (4), 2:28 1-2, is
Boy, 2:20 1-4, and Residuary Legatee. 2:31 1-2. Her dam. Mermaid, own sister
to La Oscaletta, 2:29 3-4, and grandam of Lucretia, 2:20, and Blaine, 2:27.
out

Direct Hal, 2:04 1-4, son of Direct, 2:05 1-2 (sire of Directly, 2.Ό3 1-4; Direct Hal,
2:04 1-4; Bonnie Direct (4), 2:05 1-4; Prince Direct, 2:07, and four others in
2:10, etc.); dam Beesie Hal (grandam of Hal Chaihn, 2:05 14,) by Tom Hal,

Jr., 16084.

Lady of the Manor, 2:04 1-4; Lord Derby, 2:05 3 4;
Heir-at-Law, 2:05 3-4; Nightingale, 2.OS; Mocking Boy, 2:08 1-2; King Charles,
2.1)8 1-2; Dare Devil, 2:09; Moonstono, 2:09, and 62 others; and the dams of
The Abbot, 2:03 1-4; The Monk, 2.Ό5 3-4; Shadow Chimes, 2:05; Council
Chimes, 2:07 1-2; Dandy Chimes, 2:07 1-2; King Direct, 2:09 1-4; Ed Easton,

.Mambrlno

King, 1279,

sire of

2:09 3-4; Jersey Mac, 2:09 3-4; The Queen, 2:10 1-4; King Chimes, 2:10 8-4, etc.
Count Direct, 15, 2 1-2 tall, 1000 lbs., son of of Direct Hal, the gretest race-horse
in the grand circuit of 1903.

$25

Terms

to

Warrant.

WILL STAND AT TUE STABLE OF

W.

WHEELER,

J.

Paris,

South

Maine.

19*

Seod a 2 Mat

suuu ρ

tor book of

S. P. MAXIM &

up-to-date poultry

and (arm

A LOW PRICE
—

ON

to close out odJ

Specialist

patterns ami clean

up stock.

Corner Main and Danforth Sts.,

MAINE.

NORWAY,

CHANDLER,

Builders' Finish !
I wtll furnish DOOIUmi.) WINDOW'S of nujr
SUa or 84yla at reasonable prices

Also Window & Door Frames.
If In want of My ktul of Finish tor Inside or
Outafct· work, eend la jour order·. Pin· Lu»
bar and Shln(les on band Cheap for Cash.

Planing, Sawing

and Job Work.

♦

Matched Hud Wood Floor Boards for «ale.

E.

W.

Waal S ameer,

For vlxteen year· 1 have fitted glawes to defective eye» and nothing else—that make· me a

a|*M-lallet. If your eye· trouble you In any way,
and If you want expert advice lu regant to the
•ame.com·> to the man who Is λ specialist, wl.o
doue one thing only. No charge for eye examination·

or

consultation.

DR. PARMENTER
Eye Specialist, Norway, Me. Tel. 18-4.

Chas. F. Ridlon,

Ε. W.

Specialist

—

Carpets

Wool

building plana,

SON, Agents, South Paris, fie.

CIANDLGR,
....

Maine.

Receiver's Sale.
The Receiver's Sale of the property of
The Linen Manufacturing Co., notice of
postponement of which was published in
the Oxford Democrat in the issue of
Feb. 5, 1907, and subsequent issues, has
been, by order of court, postponed to
May 29. 1907, at 12 o'clock, noon, and,
unless otherwise ordered by the court, I
shall sell, at the mill of said The Linen
Manufacturing Co., at Snow's Falls in
Paris, in the County of Oxford, on said
twenty-ninth «'ay of May, A. D. 1907, at
12 o'clock, noon, to the highest bidder,
under the condition» of said notice published February 5, 1907, all the property
of The Linen Manufacturing Co. described in said notice published Feb. 5,
1907, and in the notices therein referred
to.

Dated at Portland, Maine, May 8,1907.
CHARLES A. STROU Γ,
Receiver.
jo»
NOTICE TO

WATEB TAKERS.

All water bill· due the Norway Water Co.
Jan l«t, last, an I not paid June 1st will be «hat
off without further notice.
NORWAY WATER COMPANY.
May 17,1907. 21 ii By 8. D. Andrew·, Supt.
HOTICI TO WATER TAKERS AJTO
PLUMBERS.
No water taker or plumber will be allowed to
put In aay fixture· on the system of the Norway
Water Co. to Increase the oooaumptloa of water
without flret making application and receiving
permission from the Company to do the same.
Blank· will be furnished by the Company
upou application upon which a record can be
made or the «errIce put In.
NORWAY WATRR COMPANY,
May 17,1907.11-11 By ·. O. Andrews, Sept.

whole body!
"What 011 earth is tl# matter?" aek
ed his brother. "What have you doru
to yourself?"
"Can't you see?" asked George Henry,
smiling. "I've plucked all of my feath·
ere out. and now the circus men will
not want me because they will think

4"

5
6
7
8

12

ter, and bake brown.

From 1 to 5, a large quantity; from
5 to 'J, wise; from 1 to 9, a rubbing;
from 2 to 0, a tish; from l> to 10, fondles: from 2 to 10, floor coverings;
from ^ to 7. a contraction of through;
from 7 to 11. a kind of grain; from 3 to
11, very uotieeihle In fiauilugoes; from
4 t.» S, hypocrisy; from 8 to 12. great
weights; from 4 to 12, distinct parts or
divisions; from 3 to 8, may be combin-

A

SALAD

DBESSING.

and stir till smooth. Melt two tablespoonfuls of butter in half a cup of hot
vinegar, and slowly add this; then
gradually add a cup of scalded milk, and
cook in a double boiler till it is smooth
and thick, but do çot let it boil or it will
curdle. Let it cool, and then beat in the
whites of the eggs; cover, and keep for
use; when needed, thin with a little
sweet cream.

No. 115.—Subtractions.
1. Subtract « mouthful from to
squeeze aud have to urge.
l*. Subtract to chide from freebootei
and have the printer's dread.
3. Subtract mankind from to control
aud have a period of time.
■4. Subtract a monarch from a biro

and have to disembark.
D. Subtract to study from to abridge
and have a treatise.

BOILED

teaspoonful each of salt,
mustard, and sugar, and half a teaspoonful of white pepper, or, instead, a pinch
of rod ; add the beaten yolks of two eggs,

ed so as to form summits, saucepans,
to mail aud to halt.

aud have au angler left.
Γ». Subtract away from perverse and
have a division of a hospital.
G. Subtract a Spanish title from forgiveness aud have equality.
7. Subtract a revolution from a toll
gate and have a fish.
8. Subtract a girl's name from a state

NICE

Mix well a

CABBAGE

8ALAD.

nice cabbage, add a
cup of English walnut meats, and mix
in some boiled dressing; serve very cold.
This is very pretty with some grated
carrot sprinkled on when it is in the
dish.

Shred part of

I

a

FISH

Î

SALAI).

The teacher had been reading the
story of Cinderella to her class of youngsters, and was now going over tho story
again with them to fix it in their minds.
Among the questions which she asked
them was why it was necessary for
Cinderella to leave every night early
enough to be home by 12 o'clock.
Prom various members of the class
elie elicited most of the reasons which
are implied in the story, until finally all
remained silent.
"Isn't there any other reason?" she
aoked. "Can't any of you think of another?"
Up shot Larry's soiled, chubby piw,
his
in franitc eagerness to indicate

Absentminded Grandpa.
Λ little girl, who was drying to
a friend how absentminded her grand
pa was, said, "lie walks around thinking about nothing and wheu he remembers it tbeu forgets that what he
thought of was something entirely different from what he wanted to remember."—Journal of Education.
It All Depends.
"There's Dorsett, now. Would you
call him a patient boy?"
"It all depends."
"On what?"
"Whether he's flshln' or waltln' for
his dinner."—Chums.

Key to the Puzzler.
No. 101.
Triangle: 1. Thrush. 2.
Heart. S. Rain. 4. Urn. 0. St. 7. H.
No. 102.—Wild Flowers: 1. Lady's
slipper. 2. Crane's bill.
No. 103.—Anagram: Henry James.
Charade: Deck, oration—
No. 104.
decoration.
Central Acrostic: SpringNo. 10Λ.
time. 1. Mnslc. 2. Apple. 3. Mirth. 4.
Faith. 5. Mango. 0. Sugar. 7. Total.
8. Waits. 9. Oames. 10. Wheat.
No. 100. -Word Puzzle: Jay, ewe, ell,
—

—

—

eye.

aye—Julia.

Hidden Quadrupeds:
No. 107.
Buffalo, dog. 2. Lamb. 3. Horse.
Ox. panther. 5. Cow. 0. Camel.
Lion. 8. Doe.
—

1>ID

NOT

HIS

HaVE A FEATH EH ON
U'HOLK BODY.

that I am not an ostrich. They will
let me stay here and take you away
with them."
"I believe I'd rather be taken awny,"
replied Lis brother.
And Just then the men came In sight.
"Hurrah!" they cried. "Here Is the

greatest creature that

we

ever

Baldwins-

I

I

I
I

I

I

druggists

pound of rhubarb into inch
and put into a covered crock in
the oven with a cup of sugar, a slice of
lemon, and a bit of ginger root or a pinch
.,f ginger; cook this in a pan of water.
Have ready two tablespoonfuls of gela1. tine dissolved in a cup of cold water
then melted over boiling water. Stir
and
4.
into the rhubarb till well mixed, pour
T.
Serve with
into a mould, and chill.
around.
cream, or put strawberries
Cut a

lengths,

I

I

I Pink
makes this a very pretty
Kidney complaint kills more people I dish. gelatin
than any other disease. This is due to
the disease being so ipsidious that it ?
RHUBARR TART.
hold on the system before it
gets a
Cut up and stew three bunches of
is recognized. Foley's Kidney Cure will rhubarb, and add a cup of sugar when
prevent the development of fatal disease I it is soft. Put into a deep baking-dish,
if taken in time. F. A. Shurtleff & Co. and cover with a rich
pie-cruet and bake.
Serve fresh and slightly warm, with
"It's a sad fact." remarked the moral- I
sugar.
izer, "that nowaday· nearly every inCHERRY TART.
fluential man has his price."
"And sadder still," replied Senator
Fill a deep baking-dish with freah
Badger, "to think that half the time he stoned cherries; sprinkle with plenty of
can't get it."
sugar, and cover lightly with flour and
bits of butter; put on a rich crust, and
Of all the fruits there are in the land; bake till brown; cover the top with
Tbat grow on buah or tree,
powdered sugar when aervlng.
I would give up the choicest ones
!
PLAIN ICE CREAM.
For Hollititer's Rocky Mountain Tea.
Scald three cupa of cream with one of
F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.; O. D. Stevens.
milk and » cup of sugar; beat till cold
Mrs. Low—"I do wish I could get a I and flavor and freeze.
good housetraid."
I
COFFEE AND CREAM.
Mrs. Upp—"You
might interview
Half fill glaasee with cold ooffee mixed
mine. I think she'd be delighted to go
with cream and sugar, and put a spoonto you."
Mr·. Low—"But why don't you keep ful of ice cream into each.
her?"
8TBAWBEBBIE8 AND CREAM.
Mrs. Upp—"Ob, she won't stay. She
Crush some whole strawberries, and
want's a place where she won't have so
sweeten; All tall glasses half full, and
much silver tooleao!"
nut a spoonful of ioe cream on each. Or
use the little field strawberries and do
Orino Laxative Fruit Syrup is beat for
not crush them.
Its mild aotion
women and children.
SPONGE CAKE AND ICE CREAM.
and pleasant taste make· it preferable to
violent purgative·, such as pills, tablets,
Line a glass bowl with lady finger,
etc. Get the booklet and a sample of split Into halve·; heap the middle with
ice cream and put strawberries or raspOriao at P. A. Shurtleff ά Co.1·.
berries over the top.
"Ton seem to like his attentions.
STRAWBERRY CREAM.
WtiV don't you marry him?"
Freeze a plain ioe cream, and when
"Because I like his attention·."
firm take out

I

I

I

I

DISTURBED THE CONGREGATION.
The person who disturbed the congregation last Sunday by continually
coughing is requested to boy a bottle of
Foley's Honey and Tar. W. ▲. Shurtleff
* Oo.

you.
Niece—Thank you, uncle. Do let me
give you some more mince pie.

NOTICE TO OUR CUSTOMERS.
that
are pleased to announce
Foley's Honey and Tar for coughs, colds
and lung troubles is not affected by tbe
National Pure Food and Drug law as it
contaips no opiates or othor harmful
drugs, and we recommend it aa a safe
remedy for children and adulte. F. Α.
Sburtleff A Co.
We

Strong-Minded Old Lady (to tbe

new

▼icar'e wife)—Oh, yee, mum, I've 'ad my
ups and downs, but I never 'ad what
you may call a serious trouble, I've only
lost two husbands!"

It'a too bad to see people who go from
day to day suffering from physical

uine satisfaction in

time several hundred ilollars anil seemed to
Being
grow worse Instead of better each day.
on crutches and forced to drive to the truln and
bobb.lng to the doctor's ofllce became very dis-

this

community

having been able

its

The

Anyone who doubts Mr Howe's experience Is

manufacturera have so much confidence
remedy that they will gladly give a laigc

Bankrupt's

73c. bottle of Uric Ο free to all Rheumatics who
have never used It and aie looking 'or a |>erma
nent, lasting cure for this most distressing disease. Address for freo trial, Smith Drug Co.
Syracuse, Ν. Y.

J

Ilankrupt. )

In

Cure.

It cured me of a severe case of

kidney trouble of several years' standing.
It certainly is a grand, good medicine,

and I heartily
Sburtleff A Co.

Molly—How

him?

recommend it."

are

you

going

Dolly—Marry him.
Molly—QoodnessI Does

heroic treatment

aa

that?

F. A.

to reform

he need snch

half, pack Jt
Artists have no trouble in securing
and bury In Ioe and salt; Into the rest
models. The famous beauties have dismix a cup of crushed strawberries, and
carded corsets and have become models
repack till firm; in serving, half AU, In faee and form since
Hollister's
glasses with one oolor and top with tue Rooky Mountain Ten. taking
36 cents, Tea or
other.
Tahleta.
A. Shuttle!! A Co. ; O. D.
T.
With a plain ioe cream ooecanmaXe
Stevens.
many simple deasarta,-Harper1· Baaar.

phosphites.

The Iron Pyrophosphates are the m· st
easily assimilated form of iron which give
tone and color, and the combined alkjiu t
of Calisaya Hark have a tonic effect 01. almost all the functions of the body. Tic.
and tl-flo a bottle.

ICXALL "M" HAIR TONIC
The famous Rexall "W" Hair Tonic is
composed in chief of Resorcin, Beta Naj '>
thol and Pilocarpin.
Resorcin is one of the latest and rr. t
·,
effective germ-killers discovered!;} μ
and in connection with Beta Na^htr- I,
which is both germicidal and antivj!
a combination is formed whiih not <.·· /
destroys the germs which rob the laira· 1
its nutriment, but

ruptcy.

Wherefore he pray*, That he may l>e decreed
by the Court to nave a full discharge from all
debts provable against hi* estate under said
bankruptcy Acts, exept such debts as are exceptai by law from euch discharge.
bated this 27th day of April, A. D. 1907.
his
JOHN X PORTER, Bankrupt,
mark
Wltne**, Λ re la η Ε. Stearns.
Order of IVotlc· Thereon.

$ S 10

This combination of curatives mi* I
alcohol as a stimulant, perfects 1I.effective remedy for hair and sca.^
troubles known today. Per bottle, SO..
with
most

"REXALL" ORDERLIES

The New L«xattv«
If you suffer from constipation or a
you to trv this
sluggish liver, we wantRexall
family. It
newest member of the
has never failed.
"Rexall" Orderlies have all the virtu s<
and none of the defects of those Uxat
and cathartics already known. They
harmless vanilla-flavored tablets that e:t· t
a re-adjustment of Nature's functionsno griping, no nausea, no purging.

supply

taste—they

give mime·-:·
Pleasant to the
site relief.
«
Atrial will prove to you that »1·
irethe best laxative and cath.irt·
>

10c. a

I η the District Court of the United State· for
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
94
S
In
tbe matter of
f
)
In BmUryptep.
PETER ROY,
ORIGIN ΑΠ* G BEFORE NORWAT MUNICIPAL
of Bumford, Bankrupt. )
COURT, WILLIAM F. JONES, JUDGE.
In
the
To tbe creditor· of Peter Roy,
State va. Robblna
$ 47 411 County of Oxford nnd district aforesaid :
that
on the 10th day of
Is
Notice
given
hereby
BEFORE
Ε
Α.
ORIOINATINO
MORRISON,
April, A. D. 1907. tbe said Peter Hoy wa«
TRIAL JUSTICE, RUMFORD FALLS.
duly aityudicated bankrupt, and that the first
State vs. Alesandro,
· 18 9» meeting of his creditors will be held at the office
8 Market Square, South
ORIGINATING BEFORE RUMFORD FALLS MUNI- of tbe Referee, No.
of June, A. D. 1907, at
CIPAL COURT, O. WILLARD JOHNSON, JUDGE. Paria, on the sth day
at which time the
In
tbe
forenoon,
10 o'clock
State vs. Eva LaBelle,
· 9 82 said creditor· may attend, prove their claims,
10 40
Eva LaBelle,
examine
the
a
trustee,
bankrupt, and
appoint
9 78 transact
:
Eva LaBelle.
such other business m may properly
13 SI come before said meeting.
Poirier and Meterler
19 32
StankT Jonltus
South Pari·, May 14.M7.
9 SO
Chaa. Lapham,
WALTER L.QRAY,
IS 10
Fred Russell,
Referee InBankruptrv
16
76
KlBg and Russell,
16 76
King and Russell,
18 27
Cote et ala,
10 66
Joe Mitchell
10 84
Joe Mitchell,
9 00
Wm. McLeod,
10 SI
Joe Mitchell,
L.

TRADE

I

|

Desirable Residence for Sale·
The

21-2S

ΟΒΟΒΟΚ M. ATWOOD,
Treasurer of Oxford County.

•OB'· Early Risen
ii»isMi«iaiiii>·!

Capt

H. N. Bolster home-

stead situated in South Paris village,
thoroughly finished, hot water heat
and all modern equipments attached,
a two story house, ell and stable,
centrally located. Apply to

JAMES S. WRIGHT, Adm.

IVJAKr»

Designs
Copyrights Ac.
»ketrh and deacrlpt r. n>»7
fr*e wnitner

An*one nendliig η
quickΐy u*«*ertAln our opinion
Invention t» probably Ρ^?.,Ιι·Μ%Λ1Ροβ1"."'Λ*,
*tecli
tlont «trlctly eowldeiitlal. HANDBOOK <>«
sent 1re··. OMeat agenry for necuriuf pa'<·:'■»■
Patente taken through >lunn Λ Co. γκ·Ιμ
tpseial notice, without charge. In the

Scientific American.

Sulky Plows,

A handeomely Illustrated weekly.
culatlon of any srlentltlc Journal.
year: four month», |L Sold by all

I-At-tfo»t <irTern » W »

new»<1e»l«fj.

& Co.36IBroadway New York
MUNN
Branch OflJce, 8Z> Y 8t„ Waablngtuu. b.
C.

Eastern Steansbip Company.
A. W. WALKER & SON,

hi:i>I!ci:i)

Commencing Monday, Sept. IT. steam·
1ère alternately leave Franklin U l .irf,
Cortland, and India Wharf,
tlaily, except Sunday, at 7 r. m.

and Pictures,

1

Freight

I lines.

Mats, Mirrors

rates

always

an

low

All cargo, except Live Stock,
steamers of this Company, is
against fire and marine risk.

Mouldings s,;L

General
J. F. LISCOMH,
Franklin Wharf, Portland, Me.

Norton,

ther

as

*ia ttie

insured

Agent,

REMEMBER!

High Grade Portrait Work

Morris Klain,

in Crayon, Water color,

Norway,

Me,

Can afford to ami will pay tnore for ta*», tom* to
ber·, ami tiH'tal than any stranger that > al
yotir hou^e.
«le'lr·
Iron
for
He pays from #5 to
per ton
ere«l to hint here.
lie huvH foldeil newi>|,apere.
He Is paying for mlinl rag», 1 cent a |.··αη·ΐRubber* ncconllng to mariet.
I'sy» mark#»
price for bran sacks.

Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L M. TUFTS,
Nichols St..

114 ten.

00
! Fare Portland to Boston β I
$1.00
Stateroom

Picture Frames

&

Portland Division.

I

SOUTH PARIS.

HOWARD,

|

YEARS'

Patents

Cylinder Oil.

Manure Spreaders,

Engine and Boiler

B.

*·

ffsxaEE Store

Gasoline

j

BEFORE JOHN

bo* ul twelvei Wu a Ua ot

CO., Druggists

Disk Harrows,

Duffy,

BEFORE JAMES

clean

a

eye*

■

ORIGINATING

creates

healthy condition of the scalp, which μιdevelopment of new germs.
Pilocarpi!! is a well-known agent for restoring the hair to its natural color, wl. s
the loss of color has been due to a di>·
of the scalp. It is not a coloring mattei r
vents tne

60

1 74
3 oo
Mitchell
14 0«
Peters and Morrill
88 45
Robblns et al,
32 14 DISTRICT OF MAINE. SS.
On till* 11th day of May, A. D. 1907,on reading
ft 18
Lcmlcux
llobbs
1 « the foregoing petition, It Is
Ordered by the Court, that a hearing be had
Doe
13 22
ft 10 upon the same oo tbe3l*t day of May, A. D.
Letourneau,
12 89 1907, before said Court at Portland, In *al<l DisKing and Russell,
8 14 trict, at 10 o'clock In tbo forenoon : anil that no4 tri lice thereof be published In the Oxford DemoLeCfalr,
Cote et ala
β 34 crat, a newspaper printed In said District, and
La Belle
14 42 that all known creditors, and other persons in
Interest, may appear at the said time and place, ;
SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT,
ami «how cause. If any tbev hare, wby the !
MARCH TKRM, BKFORK TRAVERSE JURY.
prarer of said petitioner should not be granted. I
And It 1* further ordered by the Court, That |
State vs. Kobblns et al,
20
$183
the
Clerk shall send by mall to all known cred-1
Tucker
140
62 I tors copies of said petition and this order, adLemteox,
to Uietn at their places of residence a* |
dressed
Smith
4 80
Mitchell
10 92 stated.
the Hon. Clarknck Hai.k, Judge
Witness,
McLeod
1 SO
1 00 of the said Court, and the weal thereof, at PortLapham,
LaBelle
·.
1 oo land, In said District, on the llih day of May,
1 oo A. D. 1907.
King and Russell
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
6«o
[l. a.J
Wlskont,
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
|
1 74
Hobbs,
Attest: J \MES E. IlEWEY, Clerk,
Alesandro
18 60
Siddall
SI 16
LeClalr
3 12
NOTICE.
Baaaett
1 62
Tbe subscriber hereby gives notice that he
Cote et ala,
10 70 has deen
duly appointed administrator of the
Ferland
10 «6
estate of
84 8»
Duffy
A. COLCORD, late of Brownfleld,
DAVID
Peters and Morrill,
56 29
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
Paradis
61 64
All persons having
bonds as the law directs.
Mctevler
·.
48 40
demmils against the estate of said deceased are
deelred to present the same for settlement, and
ORIGINATING BKFORK MERRITT PARHONS,
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay
TRIAL JUSTICE, BUCKFIKLD.
ment immediately.
State vs. Llttlefleld
$ 16 03
FRANCIS A. FOX.
May 14th, 1«*7.
30 84
Lemleux,
00
3
Farrlngton,

ORIGINATING

Mrs. S. Joyoe, 180 Snllivap St., Claremont, Ν. H., writes: "About a year ago
I bought two bottles of Foley's Kidney

The Glycophosphates, actual nerve t is
builders, are one of the most it ·ι t
and valuable additions to this brandi i
medicine and unquestionably a more e!!icient remedy than the well-known H ho

sue

j

SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT,
MARCH TKKM, BKFORK GRAND JURY.

"We've only got a knife or two pack·
TRIAL JUSTICE, MEXICO.
ed Ip the basket with the pie. What State vs. Intox. Liquors
ahall'we do?"
yon will fipd a fork ip tbe road."

The wonderful results of this remedy at·»
due to the fact that it supplies Phosphorous to the nerve cells in a condition in
which it can be immediately and easily
taken up by them.

EXPERIENCE

fOIIS

County Treasurer's Office,
South Parts, Maine, May 8, 1907.
The following Hit containing the aggregate
amount of costs allowed In each criminal ease as
audited and allowed by the Supreme Judicial
Court and specifying the court or magistrate
that allowed the same and before whom the ease
originated la published In compliance with the
provisions of Section IS of Chapter 1S7 of the
Revised Statutes of the State of Maine.

to

AMERICANIT1S IUX1R

The Rexall Americanitis F.lixir is a tonic nerve food composed chiefly of free
Phosphorus, Glvcophosphates, Iron Pyrophosphate and Calisava.

Bankruptcy.

Jones'

Up yopder I thipk

FOB NEUVES

Discharge.

)

To the Hon. Ci.auknck II auk. Judge of the I)Ih
trlct (,'ouit of the Unllwl State* for the District
of Maine:
1
POKTER, of Romford. «η the Countv of Oifonl, an<l State of Maine, In said
District, respectfully represent* that on the 23th
•lay of June, tant paît, be wra* duly a>lju<)gc<l !
bankrupt under the Acts of Congress relating to
Itankruptcy; that be hns duly surrendered all
bis property and right* of property, and has fully
complied with all the requirement* of eald Act*
and of the order* of Court touching hi* bank-

OXFORD.

Alesandro
Laboslre,
Plngree

Petition for

In tbe mutter of
JOHN PORTKR,

STATE OF MAINE.

vs.

and Sarsaparilla makes Mucu-Tone a
remedy that attacks catarrh from ever ν
point and gradually restores the diseased
tissues. Bottle, 50c.

new

invited to wrlto him for further details.

State

for its unapproachable laxative pro| ert <.
The combination of these with Glyierii ·*

cus-

F. A. SHURTLEFF &

person who suffers from Ri oumatlsm I say, take
Urlc-O at once and your suffering will soon end
FRANK HOWE, Baldwlravilie. Ν. Y."

OK

long been recognized a«
Cubebs
in the treatment of all iat.irrl .tl
Conditions. Its action is prompt and its
benefit almost invariable.
Cascara Sagrada is especially introd·.; 1

the United States GovernPure Food Law shows were
by
made
right and sold rights and have dealways
served every bit of the faith you have had in
them.
The Pure Food Law may necessitate changes
in other medicines, but it only endorses Rexall
Remedies.
ment

"Those fearful sciatic pains left nie, my blood
seemed to let loose and llow freely, I felt differ-

COUNTY

any.
applying to
have

sjiecitic

medicines which

couraging, let alone the sleepless nights and
fearful hours of pain. Being advised by a friend
I purchased Smith's Urlc-O prescription, took It
home and used It that diy as directed.

The

FOR CATARRH-MUCUTONE
The chief ingredient* of Mucu Tone are
Gentian, Cubebs, Cascara Sagrada, lil>
erine and Sarsaparilla.
Gentian is recognized in medicine as o·
of the greatest tonics ever discovered. It
combines the tonic powers of all known
"bitters," with none of the disadvantages

for four years with oné line of

STEVENSON, Steam
weakneas when Holliater's Rocky MountRECORDER RUMFORD FALLS
MUNICIPAL
ain Tea would make them well. Tbe
COURT.
For Hale Cheap.
35
or
known.
Tea
tonic
State va. Glondruls,
centa,
$ Β 08
greatest
12 73
Monagban
Tablets. F. A. Sburtleff A Co.; 0. D.
Second hand, six horse power
Steven·.
ORIGINATINO BKFORK CHARLES F. WHITMAN,
TRIAL JUSTICE, SOUTH PARIS.
and eight horse power boiler.
engine
"If I were ip your shoes," said the 8tnte va. Intox. Llqnora
$ 10 411
Call and see them at A. C.
stout lady, "I'd—"
ORIGINATING BEFORE ALBERT BENNfcTT,
Machine Shop, South Paris, Me.
"You'd be a living proof that tbe age
TRIAL JUSTICE, QILRAD.
of miracles was not past," aaucily inter- State vs. Nelaon,
$ 2 40 I
S 40 I
Ilutcblns,
JIOTICK.
rupted tbe pert one.

"That's all right.

them to every

given

300 famous R Κ Χ Λ I. L
for each human ill,

one

are:

and said

I

I

I
I

Mr. Frank Howe, a prominent farmer in the
! town of Van Burcn, says: "I vlelteil the beet
phytlclan In this country, who treated mo for
about two years for rheumatism. I spent In t· at

In the

TOWN OF PARI» NOTICE.

Afewoftl.

brought back an empty Rexall bottle or package
they were not satisfied.
We, as one of the Rexall druggists, feel a gen-

I

I

Mgr.,

Th« appropriation maile for Snow Hi ·- fortfc·
year 1007 line been expended. Aii) one h»i|n.
a «now bill notify the Selectman In your «ectloe
of the town of tbe amount of your nn.jw Mil M
A town roectlne ami vote to r..|^
once.
money le the only correct way to pay the ow.
«tamllns
* btlla.
C. W. BOW Κ KB, ». Y. ,mee
A. B. Tl KM..
„f
K. A. FA BB \R, J l'art»

Remedies,

all Remedies!
The Rexall guarantee has been the greatest
evidence of the sincerity back of the Rexall RemFor four years Rexall druggists have
edies.
offered to return the money to any one who

"That's good, Larry. What is the ent and knew the next morning I had found a
reason?"
cure, aa I slept and rested well all that night,
"She had to ketch the last car," piped ■omethlng I bad not done before In two years
II used In all six bottles of Urlc-O ami have never
Larry.
felt a return of the disease, had no use for
Mater—Wbat ίκ it, Pa? Has Henry crutches or cane since the first da}'* treatment.
He
writes
been expelled? Pater—Worse!
"1 have since recommended Urlc-O to hunthat bu'* going to take a female part in dreds of friends anil acquaintances and In ever*
the college play.
: Instance Η gave remarkable relief.
To every

I

all parts of

who asked for them.
No one Rexall Remedy was ever claimed to
be a "cure-all"—each of the 300 remedies is designed to cure a certain human ill—and does it.
These 300 remedies were selected from among
thousands because they were the most reliable
and successful cures in the world. Far from
wishing to conceal the formulas of these remedies,
we are proud to tell just what they are, and always have been.
That's where the Rexall plan goes further to
safeguard you than does the Pure Food Law.
Even now you'll only know the dangerous drugs
in other patent medicines, while you have always
been able to know the complete formulas of Rextomer

saw.

RHEUHATISM

I

NASSAU STREET, NEW VOhK.

150

MOSES P. STILES, District
Norway, Maine.

the world in the currency of the country on
which drawn.

the Rexall formulas and

Treated Two Years by a High-Priced
Physician with No Success.

knowledge.

Take any cooked fish or canued salmon, and flake it; layon it some nice
mayonnaise or boiled dressing, and over MORE NEWS PROM THE NEW ENGI all sprinkle one or more teaspoonfuls of
LAND STATES.
I very finely chopped pickle or capers.
If any one ha* any doubt ae to the
virtue of Foley's Kidn-y Cure, tbey need
PRUNE AND ALMOND JELLY.
I
Stew half a pound of prunes in well- only to refer to Mr. Alvin H. Stimpeon,
sweetened water till they are soft; strain of Willimantic, Conn., who, after almost
the wa'er, add the juice of a lemon and losing hope of recovery, on account of
a
tablespoouful of gelatin, dissolved, the failure of so many remedies, finally
and measure; have a pint of juice in all. tried Foley's Kidney Cure, which he
Put the prunes, after stoning.them, into says was "just the thing'1 for him, as
handful of *lm°ndB> four bottles cured him completely. He
a mould, and add a
blanched and cut into halves, and add is now entirely well and free from all
he suffering incident to acute kidney
the juice; when cold, serve with cream.
trouble. F. A. Sburtleff A Co.
I
QUICK SHORTCAKK.
"Whatever happens," said the patriCut a loaf of cake into three layers;
"there is no doubt that the
put cruehed strawberries between each otic citizen,
I two and sugar on top; serve with cream. country is safe."
the cynical grumbler, "the
said
"Yes,"
PUDDING.
BORDEAUX
country ia safe enough. But with these
Cut a sponge cake into three layers, railway trains and automobiles, bow
spread each with jam, and put together about the inhabitants?"
I again; cover with whipped cream, Shake off the
grippe of your old enemy
I sweetened and flavored.
Naoal Catarrh, by using Ely's Cream
Balm. Then will all the swelling and
COCOANUT AND RICE PUDDING.
Cook half a cup of rice with three soreness be driven out of the tender, inuiuts of milk, and let it cook till very flamed membranes. The fits of sneezBeat together the ing will cease and the discharge, as offen«oft; then cool it.
I yolks of five eggs and the whites of nive to others as to yourself, will be
three, a cup of nugar and a cup of grated cured when the causes that produce it
if this last is dedicated, are removed. Cleanliness, comfort and
coooanut;
s.ften with a little milk and squeeze health renewed by the use of Cream
for 50 cents,
I dry Stir in the rice, and bake in the Balm. Sold by all
Make a or mailed by Ely Bros., 56 Warren Street,
a
custard.
oven till it is
meringue of the two whites of the eggs, New York.
and put on top; serve cold.
Rioh Old Uncle—And remember, dear,
that when I die all that I have goes to
RHUBARR JELLY.

nearly

The new Pure Food Law requires every patmedicine manufacturer to tell just what dangerous drug is in his medicine. Certain periodicals interested in patent medicine reform have
declared that the formulas of many patent medicines will have to be changed before the manufacturers will dare conform with this law. I hese
periodicals also declare that the public will never
know of these changes, and never know what
these remedies formerly contained.
This suspicion, however, cannot rest upon Rexall Remedies. You have absolute proof that
Rexall Remedies have not been changed to conform witl) the new Pure Food Law, because you
blew the formulas of these remedies four years ago!
1 he
The Rexall formulas were never secret.
all
known
have
thousand Rexall druggists
always

UricO Quickly Cured Him.

9
10
11

in

ent

(Harper's Weekly.)

A

payable

issues checks

Agency,

"Largest in the World."

No Change Necessary
In Rexall Remedies

what had once been rude cross drainage
ditches.
In an effort to find the track, picks
were driven as far as they would go into
the earth, only to bare masses of tangled
roots. The railroad was lost. It could
not have been burnt up, because there
had been no fires, nor stolen and carried
off piecemeal, for the region was totally
lacking in population. Moreover, the
old fre'ght houses remained, with their
locks intact, and packages of overlooked
goods in good condition within them.
It is believed to have been a case of

BE

The E.AStroutFarm

Norway National Bank

1

railroad itself had completely disappeared. Not a rail, not a sleeper, only an occasional suggestion now and then of

I
I
I
I
tell I

The above illustration is from a photograph of the Plant Industry BuildWashington, D. C. It is located in the
ing, U. S. Department of Agriculture,
The Government also
heart of the city and is covered with Paroid Koofing.
etc. It usee Paroid because it
usee Paroid for stables, barracks, warehouses,
finds nothing its equal.
Paroid is the ideal roofing for barns, stables, sheds, poultry houses, wareor siding.
It is perhouses, outbuildings, etc. Equally valuable for roofing
slate color,
manent in character, is easvto lay, is spark and cinder proof, light
contains no tar, does uot crack and does not run in summer.
What is good for the Government will be good for you. Write for free sample
I
of Paroid ana see what it is. Also ask tor booklet and name of nearest dealer.

But wliat were they to do? None of
them knew except George ITenry Ostrich, who was a rather smart fellow
and thought that he had an idea that
would prevent the circus men from
paying any attention to him.
80 on the day that the men were expected to arrive George Henry came
around to where the other ostriches
were and did not have a feather on his

a

AND EOOS.

County.

Monroe, Mt,
"We have used the true 'L. P.'
Atwood's Bitters in oar family for
twenty-five years with good results.
We always keep them in the house.
trouThey are excellent for stomach
ble. Respectfully yours, J. A. Braley.
Some of the most common causes of
ill health are hasty meals, unwise diet,
The stomach rebels
and over-eating.
under such abuse and sickness follows.
Such errors may be quickly righted by a
few doses of the "L. F." Atwood's Bitters. They sweeten stomach, cleanse the
bowels, arouse liver, and purify blood.
36c at druggists.

much alarmed.

Badly Cripples

une.

1
2
3

Good Health
1906.

There wai a great crowd of circus
men who w»nt to animal land to cntcb
the rarest animals that they could And
And when the osfor their clreus.
triches heard of this they wore all very

I

There is a well known proverb hidden in this picture.—New York Trib-

I

Near Irkutsk, In central Siberia, is a
series of rapids on the Angrara river.
After many disaster·, the river transport companies decided in the early
'70s to build a short railroad for transshipment of freight around the rapids.
The 12-mile road was probably the first
railroad built in Asia outside of India,
and certainly the first one built in northThere was no regular service,
ern Asia.
about two trips each way being made a
week, as cargo offered. With the improvement of the roads through this
region by the Russian government,
traffic on this part of the river was
the railroad
gradually abandoned and
finally fell into disuse. The locomotive
was acquired by a farmer to be used
once a year to drive a threshing maohine,
the cars were taken off on barges and
towed away, and the line abandoned.
The freight sheds were finally discovered, then the line of the road marked by the clearing in the forest, but no
trace of the rails or roadbed could be
found. The right of way was much
overgrown with underbrush, and, bordered with dense forest, was almost as
black and cold as a mountain tunnel, the
sun being just visible lighting up the
topmost branches-of the giant firs. The

Polks

certain theatrical manager of Chi- lie Is a featherless ostrich. lie will be
Mince fine some cold ham, and season cago tells of an Irish policeman in that vhe best thing In the whole circus. We
well. Put this in a layer in a shallow city possessing Dogberry-like traits.
will just tr.ke him along and will not
On one occasion at midnight the custo- need any of these other fellows."
dish, and carefully lay eggs on top; cover with dry crumbs, salt and
pepper, dian of the law overhauled a sleepwalker
So off they went with the featherless
and bits of butter, and cook till the egg who was promenading a principal thorostrich and left all the others at peace.
whites set. This may also be prepared oughfare clad only in his night robe.
Moral.—It Is hard to fool the clrcu.®
in small dishes, one egg to each.
When the officer had awakened the unhim under arrest man.—Pittsburg I >lspatch.
fortunate
man,
placed
ΕΛ8Υ HEAT PIE.
and was hustling him off to tho station,
Cut cold meat into even pieces, reject- the
sleep-walker exclaimed with ining the gristle and fat. Put into a deep dignation:
dish, and cover with a cup of gravy mix"Surely you are not going to lock me
ed with a cup of thin tomato. Put on a
up?"
with
thick layer of mashed potato mixed
"Surest thing you know!" airly rean egg, and cook till brown.
a
sponded the bluecoat.
LUNCHEON CABUAOK.
"Why, man, I can't be held responsible for the predicament you find me in.
ville Farmer.
Chop any cold boiled cabbage, and put I am a somnambulist!"
in layers into a deep baking dish with
"Sure, it makes no difference what
layers of white sauce, salt, and pepper,
returned
and over these grated cheese. Repeat church ye belong to," sharply
the officer, "ye'can't parade the streets
till the dish is full, with cheese last;
in
1"
of
Chicago
your nighty
cover with bread crumbs and bits of but-

Director 1969.
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Fchora (great brood mare)

( Tom Hal, Jr.. 1β9»4.
Sire of l«; dams of 17.
Dau. of Prince Pulaski.

fine

BBEAKFAST HAM

2:28 1-2.
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( MambHno Patchen
? Sire of 25; dams of 152.
ΓMambrtno King 1279
Sire of tS9, dams of 85 Id- ( Belle Thornton.
Abbot
The
including
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w
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Dictator 113.
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2:05 1-4 and 51 others.
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They
The Feaîherless Ostrich Maintain
Little

FIBflT STEEL BOAD HT 50BTHEBK
DIBAPPEABED.

ΑΒΙΑ MYSTERIOUSLY

The unballasted track through the
cup of cold cooked mutton,
and add an equal quantity of boiled rice. forest gradually depressed by a few
a drainSeason with salt and pepper and a tea- years1 traffic, naturally became
water of the
spoonful of chopped parsley, and stir in age conduit for theinsurface
subsoil
the
time
Make into balls, roll in forest, rendering
one beaten egg.
throughout. The significance of
The Insect that tells about Catharine's sifted bread crumbs, then in a half-beat- spongy
the fact that the line was much overen egg yolk, then in crumbs, and fry in
deeds.
grown lies in the fact that this underThe Insect that English boys play.
fat.
deep
The insect that carries a lantern at night,
growth probably owed much of its oriSCALLOPED VEAL.
The Insect on newly mown hay.
gin and profusion to the taking root of
Chop fine some cold veal. Butter a the submerged tree length ties There
The Insect that's useful to strike a hard
baking-dish and put in a thin layer of was never any ballast and in some unblow,
veal, then a sprinkling of minced onion, usually warm summer it is probable that
The insect that one letter names.
The insect that's whirled like a wheel ot then a layer of fine bread crumbs, salt, the watersoaked tree sleepers, woighed
a top.
pepper, and bits of butter; repeat till down by the cumbrous pig-iron rails,
The Insect that s caught in ball games the dish is full, with crumbs last.
Pour sank beneath the surface and there
in a cup of milk, and bake, covered, for sprouted.
No. 113.—A Familiar Proverb.
about forty minutes; uncover, add a litReligion No Excuse.
tle more butter, and brown.

Chop

TROTTER. FOALKD JUNE 25, 1902. BRED BY C. J.
and HARRY HAMLIN, EAST AURORA, Ν. Y.
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IP YOU wmot a quick ca^
■ale for your country prop.
ertj, write for our Improved
FREE lUtlng blanks. \0 *].
vance payment required.
Tf you desire to purchase real entate
We have for nig
write or call on ua.
in Oxford
tome of the beat farms

Λπ Animal Story Por

gradual subsidence.

BALLS.

MUTTON

No. 112.—Insects at Large.

The Insect that Is a tall tree.
The Insect that grinds wheat and rye.
The Insect that lives with her niece In
hill.
The insect that gives a red dye.

BLACK COLT.

Directly 2 08 1-4: Direct
Hal 2114 14, Bonnie Direct

CBUSTS.

No. 110.—Diamond.
Take a large cup of cold boiled rice,
1. In America. 2. An abyss. 3. One
and beat with an egg; season with salt,
In
5.
Λ
4.
weight.
under legal age.
and put into a pie-tin, pressing It around
American.
the edges and bottom till it is like a
thick crust. Put on bits of butter, and
No. 111.—Decapitation·.
as they melt spread them till the crust is
1. Behead a fish and leave a package wet all
over; brown this in the oven.
of paper.
Take any cold meat or chicken, and cut
2. Behead to gripe and leave a unit of up and cream it; beat well, and fill the
hot crust and serve.
measure.

COUNT DIRECT.
Out of the dam of Chimesbrino

Lost Siberian Railroad.

HOHBHAEEBS1 COLUMN.

kill™· cough

»mo

SOUTH PARIS.

/Consumption

1

ixtenaive, containing additional bouse !
ota.

the

LUNCS

WTHDr. King's
New Discovery

For Sale in South Paris.

The house and land
belonging to the
Mtate of the late Mrs. Sarah W. Hewett,
lituated in the center of the
village, baa
:wo apartments of seven and
eight room·
prith ihede, large attic, Ac., and ia in
«scellent condition.
The grounds are

CURE

W. T. HEWETT.
JAMES S. WRIGHT, Agent, 8. Paria.
;

FOR I OUGIIS
y^OLUS

and

Price
λ
50c & $1-00
Free Trial.

Burcet and Quickest Cure for all
THBOAT And LUNG TROUB-

LES,

Farm Wanted.

or

MONEY BACK.

FOR MALE.

The Alva Shurtletf house in South
aixty
>f good soil,
good buildings with Paris. Location on Pleasant Street
Lot 75
nodern improvements, with as large is one of the beet in town.
trchard as possible, and net over by over 200 feet.
Twelve room
ι 1-3 miles from a railroad station, house, steam
heat, Norway water
rhe house must have at least seven and spring water
All in apple pie
I

want a

ooms.

farm of about

acres

order.

LEON I. HARLOW,
124 Chandler St., Boston, Mas·. i8tf

A. E.

SHURTLEFF,

South Pari».

